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the amateur

racquet
championship for tho gold rucipjct at
the Tuxedo Tennis and Racquet club
today, and H. It. Whitney, of the sam
club, by defeating Mllnm S. Harg.r. of' I
New York, and George H. Brooks,
formerly champion of the Philadelphia Racouet dug also qualified foi
the semi-fh.round.
The final round, also, was reaction
In the court tennis for the gold racquet, leaving Pierce orlllard. Jr.. of
the Tuxedo Tennis and Racquet club,
to meet Jay Gould, of the Georgian
court, Lakewood. on Tuesday.
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THAW
WILL NOT

IMPORTANT CHANGE IN
POSTOFFICE DEPARTMENT
Washington. Feb. 10. An important change In the administration of
the postofftcc department will
effeclive about the Kith Inst,
when the division of correspondence
will be divided and distributed among
other bureaua of the department.
First Assistant Postmaster General
Hitchcock recommended the change in
his annual report, and it has been approved by Postmaster General Coital"
you.
"It Is of the highest importance to
people who use the malls." says Mr.
Hitchcock, "that this change should
be made. Much purely legal work
up the division of correspondence should he transferred to the
e
attorney
general for the
assistant
department. This requires careful study and application of the law.
and for an exact and comprehensive,
knowledge of many branches of the
law. It should fall, properly, within
the province of the principal law officer of the department.
"One function now exercised by the
division of correspondence belongs
appropriately to the third assistant
postmaster general. This Is the enforcement of the statute relative to
Ihe limit of weight of mail matter. Experience has demonstrated the
of a divided responsibility in
such cases
"Another function of tha division
of correspondence to be transferred is
the management of the box rent and
key deposit business. This will go to
the division of salaries and allowances, where it was formerly con-
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AT TODAY'S HEARING

Prisoner Intercedes With Attorneys to Secure Respite for
Wife From Ordeal of Witness
Stand,

Bt Moraine Jnuranl Special 1ml á Wire
Evelyn Nosbit
Now York. Feb. 10.
Thaw probably will not, as had been
exoectod, return to the stand tomorrow morning when the trial of her
husband for the murder of Stanford
White Is resumed.
The strain of the last few days. In
which she has been made to live again
the hours when, according to the confession she has sworn that she made
to Harry K. Thaw, she was the victim of the architect's caprice, has told
severely on the voung woman, and tonight It was stated that the prisoner
had come o her rescue and demanded
a respite for h's wife.
On her visit to the Tombs Saturday
Mrs. Thaw told her husband that she
had suffered greatly during the or- deal when her association with White!
was laid hare and Thaw communicated the fact to his attorneys. He
to',! them that his wife was In bate
shape and requested that she lie given ducted."
an opportunity to recover herself. At- torney Delmas then net aboul to so rearrange the plans of the defense that
Airs. Thaw's presence In court ms a
E
wlincss would not be required until
Tuesday.
If tonight's plans do not miscarry
Airs. Thaw win noi be recalled until
by
Tuesday and her
F
the district attorney. Jerome, will begin Wednesday.
today thai
Another development
startled those directly concerned in
the case, was the reported IHnes of
a juror.
Visions of
mistrial were Las Vegas Painter,
soon dispelled, however, for it was ascertained that the Juror's Illness was
From Saloon, Found
not such as threatened to incapacitate
him. Wilbur Y. Steele. ,"0 years of
Suspicions of Foul Play
age. a manufacturer of gas appliance, has contracted a Revere cold,
Groundless.
but II Is expected he w!' be able to
go into the Jury box when the trial
I

j
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Feeling Growing Out of
of
Exposure
Newspaper
FinGreen Cloth Fraternity
ally Results in Tragedy,
Special leaned Wired
Pendleton, Ore., Feb. 10. John P.
Rock
KcManua. editor of the Pilot
Hr Morning Journal

Record, shot and killed Robert Bates,
gambler. In the Pullman saloon on
Main street here yesterday afternoon.
Had blood had existed between Estes
and the newspaper man for several
years, and It Is believed yesterday':-tragedwas the outcome of an exposure of the methods of an organized
which
infested
horde of gamblers
eastern Oregon some nine years ag
In
the Pendleton Rewhich was made
publican, of which McManus was editor. Estes was the acknowledged
leader of the gamblers und vowed
vengeance on Kdllor McManus. who
as a
has a state wide reputation
bright and cuustlc w riter.
a
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0L0 SHIPMATE
Visit of British Admiral

in

El

Paso Recalls Youthful Escapade Which Threatened to
Involve Nations,
(Br Moraine Jouraal Special Imanad Wlrs.l
Kl Paso Tex., Feb. 10. Admiral
Lord Charles Herasfurd was surprised
to find in El I'aso today an old ship
male. Lon Vidal, and greeted him
moat warmly.
Sonic fifty years ago
thf were midshipmen on the Hrltlsh
ship i 'Ho. and the adnilral and Vidal,
with other ship mates figured in an
((dent that threatened to cause International complications, but finally
laugh for
in a heart
resulted
the whole world. Tin y were on shore
of fun
In
spirit
a
leave In Honolulu.
signs from
the youngsters removed
etc.
buildings,
off gates,
carried
Among the signs torn down was lhal
conof the American consulate. The
sul was highly Indignant and could
only be placated by the midshipmen
returning and replnrlng the sign with
their own hands, which was done, anil
among Vldal's treasures is an old
diiguerrotype showing Lord flerres-forhimself and the other culprits
in the act of putting up the sign. In
the amusement created bv the couil-- .
cal feature of Ihe incident all thought
of International difficulty was forgotten.
.

Amateur Tennis C1iahpbitwltf.
Tuxedo Park. X. Y.. Feb la. The
York
Wrenn brothers, of the New
Tennis and Racuet club, reached tht

TO PREVENT

HOUSE

state supreme court.

CONFERENCE

;

Clie-- s

in

ELECTION

MOB

MENACES

Championship.

York. Feb 9. The sixth game
the championship chess match
Dr. Rmanuel Lisker and Fr.in,

X.

MIEN'S

BAN

Schooner ltexrt'd Lost 1 Safe.
. -- The
Wilmington. X. c Feb.
Schooner M V. 11. Chase, which was
thought to have been foundered on
Diamond shoals, with all hands.
and lost only her malnsi'ln.
w

NEGRO

.). Marshall
was played today in 'his
city, and resulted in a draw after Jl
moves.

STOCKMEN TO PRESENT
LYNCHING NARROWLY
CASE IN WASHINGTON
AVERTED IN EL PASO

SUFFRAGE

ferred

in

Agricultural

DepaartraeaK.

Said

Entire Police Force Turns Out
to Guard Bartender Charged
With Killing Native of
Republic,

LEADER

post-oftlc-

OF MOVEMENT

CALLS AT WHITE HOUSZ
Lady Cook of England, Former American, Pleads With
Finds Him
Roosevelt
and

Charming.

unde-slrablli-

Journal Special Leased Wire.)
Washington. Feb. 9. Lady Cook of
formerly- Miss Tennessee
Kngland,
Clafllni had an audience with President Roosevelt, making a plea to the
president for his support of the movement to give suffrage to women.
"My interview with the president
was a most charming one. I can understand how his wonderful popularity with the people. I feel that huve
been amply repaid for my trip to
Americn." declared Lady Cook after
Ihe conference.
Lidv Cook and Olive Logan called
d
mission,
on the president on a
theír principal object being to discuss
with him the question of suffrage for
women.
The president expressed his regret
that hu could do nothing for Olive
Logan, who sought a posilion in the
congressional
library because of a
defect In her hearing.
Lady Cook came to the relief of her
friend by providing her with a home
In England, so that her declining years
may be more comfortable.
The interview was not confined to
the question of suffrage. It covered a
broad rang of subjects in which the
pre. di nt is interested, such as marriage and divorce, the perpetuation of
the race and kindred questions.
"The presidan! told me he had the
greatest admiration for women," said
Lady Cook, "and declared we are tha
power behind the throne."
Lady Conk stated that she pointed
out to the president that inasmuch as
aliens and the nesro race have been
given the right of franchise she could
not see why women should not be accorded the same privilege.
"President Roosevelt led me to believe that If after a careful study of the
question of luff rgge for women he
thought It would advance them, he
would lend his influence, In behalf of
the measure.
"The president told me ho did not
see that much good came of a result
of giving women the voting privilege,
whet' it had been extended to them.
He could not see that Ihe mere fact
of them having this right is going to
be their redemption."
I
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two-fol-

Dead,
Prove

EUUÍGÍES ON
DEPARTED MEMBERS

destroy, corporations

r.

Hy M. unlnK Journal

Hpeclnl leaned Wire.

Washing). n Feb. 9. "It seems to me
that the root of all corruption in pub- lie life is the use of money in elec- Hons," said Representative William It.
Hearst of New York, In discussing his
bill to prevent the corrUDt use of
money at national elections.
"To illustrate," added Mr. Hearst,
"let me illustrate the last New York
state election. The use of something
more than a million dollars in the
state campaign Is admitted by the va- rlous committees of the republican
petty. In addition there was a great!
deal of money spent by Individuals
organizations which!
and
did not come under the restrictions of
the elections laws. This amount of;
money cannot be spent properly In
merely informing the voters of the issues of the campaign and in guarding,
the ballot on ele, Hon day, and there- lore the greater patt of ii must lie
spent improperly, indirectly or d- Irectly, influencing the vote ,,r the

'

j

semi-politic-

'

'

citi-en-

s.

y
Hearst characterised as
Governor Hughes' reqopimen-- j
datfun tor n corrupt practicó act mi
Xew York, in that It failed to limit the!
total amount that can be spent in any
Cam paign.
".My bill Is framed to limit strictly!
the amount of money that can be
spent und the uses to which It can be
put, and delinca any other expenditure of money as bribery. It contains
a clause which I think will be absolutely effective in the detection of this
bribery and Improper uso of money.
The person guilty of this Improper use
of money is, under my bill, punishable by n fino of not more than $10.-00- 0
nor less than $2,000, half of which
amount shall go to the informer, to- gather w ith Immunity. Thus there will
be a constant reward offered of from
Sa.OOO to si
In every case of the;
improper use of money In elections.
And. moreover, the man who gives the
bribe, automatically offers the reward
for his own detection.
"This morning we read in the .pa- -'
pers that Mr. Rockefeller has given
thirty-tw- o
millions of dollars for public education a most patriotic and
praiseworthy thing for him to do. Yet
we cannot help feeling the possibilities'
of misuse of such great wealth to
control the government under our
present election laws. If Mr. Rockefeller can give $32.000,000 for a cer- tain purpose, no matter how benefl- h
dal. he might give
or one- - j
tenth of that sum to preserve polltl-cconditions that make the aecumu- lation of such great wealth as this pos- tibie. Six millions or even three mil
lions would go far toward carrying '
state or even national elections. Ir
Mr. Rockefeller should be too
to devote any part of his
wealth to such purposes, there arc
many
in this coun- try whose wealth has been secured by
political favors and special privileges,
who would spend millions to continue)
Ihe opportunities for further political
favors and to preserve their special
privileges."
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GOVERNMENT
SrriLWELLAÑN0lJNCES
ACCUSED OF CORRUPTION
ANOTHER NEW ROAD
j

Spc.lnl Ussafl Wlre.l
Feb. s. - - President

Washington.
Roosevelt and the authorities Of San
Francisco reached, a mutual understanding today thai the California
Japanese school question can lie adjusted without danger of any serious
difficulty with Japan. The details of
adjustment were not agreed upon. Ta
arrange them anoth, r conference wli!
be held next Monday
it was author- datively slated tonight thai the one
accomplishment of today's confercn
WW a mutual understanding that a
settlement could be reached which
would be Satisfactory,
and which
would leave no ground for complain'
by

Japan.

The California delegation came iol
Washington with nothing In the in- ture of an Ultimatum, bul rather open
(0 the consideration of any basis of
settlement which the administration
might propose.
The conference took piece at thai
White House, attended by Presiden1
Roosevetl and Secretary Root; reje- sentlng the administration. and b
Mayor Sohmitz.
of
members
the
school hoard and the superintendent
of education, representing the educational body. Mayor Sen mite alii ;'fl
the meeting:
"Nothing has been decided upoi
ami no proposition is pending. Nothing will be settled, if it is settled it
all, until Moa day or Tuesday, when
another conference will be held, bv
which lime I think a decision will he
reached. The meeting was entirely
friendly, hut I am not prepared to say
it was satisfactory. Hetween now an
the time of the next conference our
delegation will prepare an outline of
the ease. We are prepared to recelv"
proposals from the president and th '
secretary of state, or in make prole,-.
Is.
We have agreed that nothing regarding the details of ihe meeting are to be discussed with Ih
newspapers and will have no further
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tho house and senate to IB M.reb
p.olM I..rd Wtr..
large the enactment of legislation
h'i foso, Tex.. Feb. in, The lynch'
PROPOSED NEW YORK LAW BOTH SIDES DECLINE
for the transfer of such nub-- ! ing of. a negro
by a mob ,,f Mexicans
He lands as are suitable for, grnzlng
PRONOUNCED INADEQUATE!
TO ISSUE STATEMENT from the control of the. Interior de-- I bylerethe tonight was narrowly averted
entire police force turning out
nartment to the control of the agriind standing off ih,- mob while the
cultural department.
negro
was
delegaslipped off p, )al
Hearings w ill be given to the
Tm.
Rockefeller's Recent Gift to Settlement
Proposed
tion, it is understood, next week. negro was a bartender and had lust
Members of the delegation maintain slid lo death a Mexican in a saloon
Educational
Institutions Isj Leave Japanese People No that the grazing lands should be un- on '.he comer ,,f Bl paM and .'u,.lh
der the control or the agricultural de- strt eis. Crowds of Mexicans are to
Used to Emphasize Urgent
Cause for Complaint Reliable partment, as that department Is In-ill be, seen on ev, ry sdvet angrllv
the killing, hut both
closer touch with the live slock
ami
e.iuniy officers are vlgllanti) guarding
Present Need for Reform,
terests than the Interior department.
Authority Asserts,
ne jail.

Washington.
Pec. 10. The house
today listened to eulogies on the life
and character and public services of
the lute itockwood Hoar of Massachusetts anil Rufus K. Lester of Georgia,
both of whom died during the last
summer.
preMr. I.overing of Massachusetts,
sided during the eulogies on Mr. Hoar.
delivered
addresses:
The following
CommisMcCall. Stale Control Impossible.
Messrs. Washburn, Greene.
MeXary. Lawrence, Weeks, Tirrell.
sioner Garfield Asserts, in Speech
a, Kalamazoo.
Shelley, Kentucky; Houston and But-leTennessee; Olcott, Parsons and
Murphy.
York;
llennett. of X.w
Kalamazoo. Mich.. Fell. (, At th
Indiana. The eulogies on Mr.
Lester were participated In by Messrs, annual banquet of the Lincoln club
here tonight James It. Garfield comOverstreet, Bartlett, Livingston,
Hardwlck, Lee, Hell and Bran-le- y missioner of corporations spoke on the
of Georgia, and Burton of Ohio. regulation of commerce and the use of
Burgess, of Texas; Davidson, of Wisnational resources.
"Wiih the growth of corporations,"
consin; Small and Thomas, North
Coul-deOregon;
he said, "great evils have come. It
Carolina; Hermann, of
of New York; Sharkman. of Is through them
that corporations
Florida; Lacey, of Iowa. Mr. Lester, have worked Injury that officers and
widow of the deceased representative directors have misused the funds m
from the First Georgia district, was In corrupt your representatives and liitv-Mr. Overman
Ihe members' gallery.
used the law to shield their wrongs.
presided. On the completion of the
"Recognizing the fact that
cmi
eulogies the house adjourned until not curb the corporations we muai
noon tomorrow.
set to work to regulate them,
late them In such a way Dill
GIANT WAVTSWEEPS
Sir Howard Russell Dead.
our
influence will lie for the good
London. Feb. 10. Sir Howard Rusgrowth.
great industrial
ITALIAN VILLAGES
sell, editor of the Armv and Navy
"We should work to construe! an I
Gazette. Is dead. He was 8b veftrs old. control hut not to destroy. BUk'C regHe was famous as a war correspond-entVn- d
Is Impossible because of the RUia
bitailts Warned In Heavy Italos,
In that capacity served on the ulation
of one stale lo
natural Inclination
Seek Safety In Plight.
London Times at the battle of Bull grow
neighbor.
Its
fuster
than
Naples,
Feb. 9. A severe storm
Run.
"We hear much of the wrongs of has caused serious
damage on t ie
It Is likewise h
corporations
the
coast. At Marina di Catan-tro- ,
PRIZES AWARDED IN
true of the trades unions. It is true Callbrlan
a fishing village a tidal wave
the trades unions are goo when swept In and practically carried the
PRESS CLUB CONTEST that
they seek to elevate but labor should village away.
The loss of life Caí
not seek to overrun capital."
slight. The wave was preceded by
Mr.
Its
publicity
and
effects
In
Denver. Col.. Feb. 10. The contest
torrential downpour of rain and a
saw a remedy for existing confierce wind. This warned the peopi
for the best descriptive articles on
ditions.
by
Denver
inaugurated
the
Co Horatio
of their peril, and they moved back
from the shore In time to escape the
Press club last summer for the benefit of the delegates to the convention
ONE MÜREWÓRLb'S
wave.
of the International League of Press
hundred feet of the hV.e
FAIR THREATENED lineSeven
clubs, held In Denver In Auaust, Is
was Inundated. Several houses
closed and the prises were awarded
collapsed entirely. nn,l Die wat.v carwinners are: Guy L.
todav. The
ried off every portable object. Many
Mich., California May Celebrate Discovery buildings
Fnralls, Free Prate, Detroit,
were undermined. Tli.- peol
our
Some
of
Coast
Pacific
J200.
ple are still in a condition of i.rror
Chicago.
Oplc Read.
Cent uries Ago.
and panic. One woman is resorted
$25. 0
dead and four persona are unacSt.
Morion J". Keys,
for. The school house has
Sacramento. Feb. 9. The move- counted
Louis, Mo.. JüOO.
been transformed Into a hospital m.
It. M. UrinkerholT. Blade. Toledo. ment to hold a world's fair In Han xhelter
for a score of wounded per
Francisco In 1913. the 400th anni- sons. The
Ohio.
people have sought refuge
versary of the discovery of Ihe Pa- In
Lewis G. Early. Times. Pa.. 112ft,
At Mesin .t
the surrounding hills
cific ocean, was ghen an Impetus
storm
much damnfe.
caused
day by Ihe Introduction in Ihe sts'e the
NAVAL CADETST0 BE
railroad,
away
Ilrldges
swept
and
were
legislature of a bill asking for an np
is Interrupted.
DROPPED FROM ACADEMY propriallon of $3,000.000. Congress communication
A landslide at QuIdmSndti hurled i
win lie asked to appropriate $1,900.- - house,
and three persona lost heir
ana. and a like amount Is proposed to
lives.
The crops have suffered heavbe raised by Ihe people of this sta'
Washington, Feb. 10. A report reily,
Iteports
from Taropto say th. H
ceived at the bureau of navigation,
Is great apprehension concerning
Ihe
navy department, regarding affairs at ARKANSAS GOVERNOR
fate of eight fishing boats that hat '
the naval academy, shows that thirty-eigmidshipmen will be dropped on
HAS NOT ABDICATED not been seen since the storm.
account of deficiencies, lifteen will be
seventy-seveslightly
MEXICAN MURDERER
turned back and
deficient will be warned and continLittle liock. Ark., Feb. 9. The re-- 1
The port that Governor Little had re-- ;
uad with their presen! classes.
KILLED WHILE FLEEING
thlrtv-ctavacancies will he Idled quested President John I. Moore of
now
and the sennte to assume the duties of the
bv appointments between
March 1
F.I Paso. Tex.. Feb. W. AJter killgovernorship pending an Improve-- I
ment In his health, was tonight denied ing one policeman and wounding anChange of Ownership.
in a message from Paul J. Little, son other at Magadan,
Mexico. Antonio
Matteuccl Brothers have succeeded of the governor. Mr. Little declares Benltes tried to escape bv running
&
In
Matteuccl
of
Lommurl
In
the firm
health but stumbled and fell and was killed
the governor is Improving
the general merchandise business al and expects to resume ihs duties In a bv Ihe accidental discharge ..I his
the corner of Tijeras and Seventh, til reasonable time.
pistol.

must regUTatTnot

South-e-

gajgsaanm

com-mlll-

01

OREGON EDITOR

SMITE

Fails to See Where the Right Use of Money in Campaigns President and San Francisco
Washington. Feb. 9 Alfred E.
Root of Al! Corruption of
of Denver, chairman of the
to Vote Means the RedempOfficials
to Have
interstate grazing committee of - the
In
National Live Slock association,
Public Men
tion of the Fair Sex and
Declares New
Reached Basis for Adjust- Washington
at the head of a delegation of western stock raisers wttteH II
York Congressman,
Says So.
ment of Differences,
to appear before the agricultural
,,r

resumed.

SLAIN

niTimpiAPTin
tninUDIHDIIb

I

Waul Control of Graaiag Land Trans-

Inl IMspntrh to Ihe Morning Journal
Today was said to have been Thaw
last I.as Vegas. X. M.. F I. 10.
best Sunday m tin- rom lis. He ros,
ha1,, been lien Carlson, a Swedish painter, who
flor what he ibvlm-cR restful night
in good sprits and with
had lived for twenty years in the city,
n hearty appetite. He did not attend
service In the chapel, hut spent the was found dead early this morning
morning with the newspaoers and in in the rear of I saloyri from which
reading the many 'messages brought he had been steeled yfhll" intoxicated.
him. (If these, one read: "Be brave." As the man waslsorne distance awa
from the place w JSre he had been left
by those who put him out of the
alo. in. and as he was said to be too
much intoxicated to move himself
foul play was thought possible, but
an autopsy held today shows that
death was caused by alcohol poisoning.

GAMBLER

IILUIULIll HUI MLilllU

schools or else proceed with the sarsg
the on,- represented By myself ;r
the Cnlte.l States circuit curt and b .
the Cnlte.l States government in the I

siaie Funds Used to Klecl Members
Reichstag, is Charged.

'

to

Bl Pas,.. Tex Feb. In.
Heinle (he
and of the year, ac
ding to a statement given mil bv A K. Slllwell. presBerlin. Feb. 12. The government I ident of the Kansas Cily. .Mexico &
has been accused by certain center1 Orient railroad, a branch of thai road
party newspapers, ot using money, will be MRU to Bpofford Junction,
through the Cernían naval league to where it will conned With the Kik'k
help candidates for the relchstag who ",iss branch ,f the Southern Racine,
were friendly to the government. Cerconnecting with (h, Mexican Interna-i.eia- l
tain letters have been obtained, the
al Ciudad Porfirio Ulan.
new pa pels declare, which later will
Mexico, Dins giving a direct
be used to make good the ehargres.
line
from
Kansas Pity to Mexico,
The .Voi d Deutsche Beitnng has pubstatement denylished a
' o
railroad in Mexico
ing thai the government lias made use
Kl I'aso. Tex.. Feb. 1(1,
A com es
of public money lor election purposes
ion
has
been
in tii, Mexiand saying that the money referred to can government grained
for the construction
Ifl Ihe letters of the nSVsJ ieafiue was
of a ra H road between Queretarn aim
collected by private individuals and
Vcambaro,
in the state of Ousnaiugto,
distributed partly on the advice of the
he enterprise is backed by
nvri 11.
imperial chancellor.
( oslo
and .,! her leading slat,
,
Means.
River Rising at
Strike Mettled in
Xew Orleans. Feb. 9. The Missis
Bl Paan, Tex F, h in
The sirlke
sippi river has risen lo 19.3 feet toof
In the shops of the
machines!
of Louisday. Kngineors in char
Mexican
National
railroad
al Xuev,
iana levees continue lo eMoress confiLaredo. Mexico, which has been .01
dence In the situation, but are kee-Inmonths,
as well as (hi
a vigilant
at.li from north or for severalcotton
mill workers u, gun-drke of
K)
tti
ait) ,
,
iro have heeeii settled. In DTe former case all the demands
of
tlir
Remsrksiblc Pool Playing,
were granted except Do
Xew York. Feb. t. Thomas Heus-ton- . workmen
In Hie 1st'
of Sornnton. I'm., retains the tRIe recognition of Die union
pool enim- - let' the strikers surrendered unconof national profession
ditionally.
plon, bains defeated Bdwln Dsiwson,
of St. Louis, in the three ev, mints'
play conluded tonight. The total score H0NDURAÑ PRES"lDENT
was 100 to 35S.
Coa-hull-

--

'

semi-OffiOt- al

i

g

.

.

.
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VIOLATED

COUNTRY

1ST

SOON ADMIT

make."

The meeting pave the president an
Opportunity fully lo presen! the Japanese side of the rase and to Impress on his visitors his ureal desire

that matters should be adjusted so
that all the rights guaranteed the
Japanese by the treaty might be faithfully carried out.
No statement (is lo results of the
was Obtainable at (he
conference
White House. It was slid the j, resi-

CRINESE

dent would have nothing to say on the
subject for publication and that th?
San Franciscans had agreed not to REPEAL OF EXCLUSION
discuss the subject in I public way.
ACT INEVITABLE, SAID
representative M
Mr. Miyakawa.
Japanese residents of San Francis, n,
with Secretary
had a conference
Straus today.
Commissioner of Immigration
c said t.
"I appreciate highly."
night, "the attitude of th, president,
Sargent Voices Views Not
cabinet ami the Jananes, embassy
se.for bringing about an añílenme
Calculated to Win Him
Dement of the sch .1 controverss ami
I am
also satisfied with Mayor
Friends on Pacific Coast.
íchndta and the members of (he
board of tslu ation for their concllla- tory attitude.
New York, Fell. 9. Frank P. Sar"1 am here as the attorney for Ihe gent, United Slates commissioner of
Japanese school children In the fed- Immigration, laid today that the time
eral crurt, to look after the Japanes - was not far distant when the Chinese
end of the 'situation, and In this "i- exclusion act would be repealed.
paclty
wish to state thai the Ja
"The door Is shut now to the Chion the nese," he said, "but the come hero
atiese want no compromise
If thirty-nin- e notwithstanding the armv of immischool children's rights.
Japanese boys and girls between gration Inspectors. The Chinese will
fifteen and twenty years of age tr be coming to us soon and saying: 'Is
demoralizing, the sixly thousand boy it not time, Mr. American, to admit us
and girls of all nationalities In the lo your country'."
public Schools, the board of education
"I believe that lime will come and
is welcome to make a rule so Dial come sooner than many of us think.
believe that It will only be a few
the adults over the age of sixteen shall
not attend the public school, bul lilis yean before the Increasing civilisation
English,
awakening spirit of the Chinese
and
to
American.
rale must apply
Japanese, (crinan. French, Italian people will compel us to open the door
am at a lOSI freely.
and Russian children.
"I expect that I shall be scored very
to find any reason why twenty-elggirls from six roundly for saying Ibis, but I believe it
boys and twenty-siJust the same."
to fifteen years of age should be segregated, as demorallzln- - 10.004 children so as to Jeopardize 160,000 peo- SEEKING ASSASSIN
ple of San FranclscM
"Japanese have been Japanese for
OF PATERS0N JUDGE
Ihe last 25,000 yens, not Mongolians.
Intercommerce
and
age
of
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dependent state sVstem of the world '(dice ITsIng Hying SlalcinciK of In.
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fcrnal Machine's victim in cnon
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e
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Peterson. N. J., Feb. 9
ese In San Fnineisci and thai Ihey
clamor about the exclusion of the Jap- died. Justice of the Peace Dohert Córtese,
last
was
wounded
mortally
who
anese coolies because they fear "hat
the ta.iiiHi Japanese in Hawaii fnai night by the explosion of an Infernal
which he had received bv exmachine
ot
course
to
the
California
enme
time. To this fear let me ask ,hal press, made a statement naming sev-of
persons
whom he suspected
eral
Is it if nil Ihe Japanese in Hawaii
Through
should Innd In San Francisco In one having sent the package.
statement the police nee attemptday? It look more than twenty years this
to place 20.000 .lamínese coolies n ing to locate the assassins.
and Hawaii. Yon
San Francisco
know thai In one vear you have hail BUILDING COLLAPSES
and are having 163 74S Russian Jews
-- Herew
Invasion a nd 42,2(1 Mag- KILLING THREE MEN
us. the descendants of the Huns of
(he Central Asian crusade, not speaking of European coolies landing e
Oderliolt. Iowa. Feb 9. Three men
millions.
were killed and several more Injured
"Japanese school children In Pun In the colla use of the ruins of the
Francisco do not in derstand what tne Madison general store hero this afboard of education means by sfylng ternoon.
'compromise,' because Die word 'comThe Head.
30
promise' means (he reciprocal abatis
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se
rights.
'
Japan
The
old.
ment of
have nothlpg to give. Let .lie
HARRY JoHNSON.
Japanese children go to the public
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TREATY

Bonilla Blamed for Trouble in Central

Interim,

Managua.
Nicaragua,
Feb. to.
Advices received here are to Die effect
Dial II was President Bonilla of Honduras who broke the
of Corlólo which provides for "the arbitration of questions in dispute between
'lo- Central American
republics, and
Ilia' as a result of this Die tribunal
which was silling al San Salvador In
in endeavor lo set lie the differences
between Nicaragua and Honduras un
dissolved.
Chiles 11 Diplomat offered Service
Panama Feb. 10. Francisco J.
Herbosa. Chilean
minister to Do
Central American republics, who Is in
this city on his way to Valparaiso
said to the Associated fres todnv:
"Before my departure from Costil
Rica las Wednesday I offered nil services (.. arbitrate the questions in dispute between Honduras
not
Nica
ragua, in case Die San Salvador Irlb
unal could not reach an acceidahl,
decision
Both Presldenl
Bonilla of
Honduras and President
.eelay of
Nicaragua sired me such Conciliatory
messages thai I left, believing firmly
lhal war between the two republics
would not result "

MAYOR

0FÍrÑGST0N

VICTIM

OF EARTHQUAKE

Kingston, Pah, 10, Charles Tali,
mayoi af (his in. died this afternoon
at Die public hospital as Ihe result .if
Injuries sustained at Die lime of the
earthquake. He was then conducting
a meeting of the council,
and ihs
building collapsed.
Mayor Tall was
i
years old and of scotch descent.
--
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JAPANESE

Action of Southern Pacific

h

hiring unemais Resented in
Oregon, Coolies Chased Out
of Town,
By Morning Junrnsl

Sxlal

Portland, Ore., Feb la

ImukI Wire. I
A special

Ofegonlan
from VVoodburii
says:
feeling wus caused
Considerable
by the Southern Pacific laying
off
while men employed on the railroad
section at (his point and replacing
them Willi elglii or (en Japanese.
The feeling ran so high that fifty
Americans called at the section house
last nighl and warned the Japs to
leave lown.
There was no violence and the
.1,1 panese
promised to leave und Ihey
(1 for Portland this morning within
A. Schwsbeu, the
Die limit specified.
section foreman, refused to work with
resigned
position yesterhis
and
them
day. Warrants will he sworn out
for the srresi of ihe rlna
leaders of the crowd that drove the
Japanese out.
lo the
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what
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One Sound
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From the Bills Ready to Be1 void
with the Bursum rumors In the open.
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day.
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every
Thrown
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Woman
The I.as Vegas Optic has said very w. Qrealy, a :,, gtlreat tonight, de- Introduced.
little anil this little- has not been very
lared that if t tic l'nited States is to
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ing more
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printed the Buraum rumora, with the she mual recogaiae the gravity of the
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ported in Serious Condition,
The yin: committee. consisting of result that several members of
problems which have arise n sinc e che
five member! from sacti house, bums
ate angered. The Citizen, teiok over the Philippines aad prepare
pBMIatU d
statement t.i meet them. General Gréely re- to draft a new election and tvslstra- - for Instance,
.Mrs. A. If. Whitcomb. Wife of Build
Try our goods and judge
theweek ti the effect that ferrad partttrularly to the menaiM
during
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ing. Light and Fuel Inspector whit- v.nrk this Ron T. I Hums, of Tierra Amarilla
Hon law. will net clown
w . k. Thli committee mi nahwd had bee n bpetight dOWO'tO Santa Fe- war with Japan, which lias followed
ottib of this city, was brought up
for yourself,
the recent .
siluatbm in, ,,.,
lela yesterday suffering
under a joint resolution In'roeluced by in nn effort to kee p a member etf tha San
anil, while he ex verily from injuries received bwy bet raiicls-coMr. Beach early In the session and council "In line" with the admlnts-(natioAMIVQÜERQVE, NEW MEXICO.
pressed the belief that the dlffl- ult v ing thrown from he r carriage while
passed by both houses. A (cciod deal
It was Mid by the Citizen
t
clay
something
Every
It expe t" of it sinc e II will be the that a very Important office had been Will fee tided over, pointed out t'.c watching tile- dam e at the Indian puobject of the committee to take the placed at Mr. Burns' dtapoaal for this Inevitable recurrence of such eontln- - eblo.
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last
Mrs. Whitcomb was reported
new,
(ao4 polnu from all of the consider- - purpose.
BttOUld enable the American people to night to be in a rather serious condiable number of bills ready to be Ineif
one
Mr. Burns is
the etrongeil m aintain their national honor.
tion as the re suM of the accident.
troduced for the same purpose. The 11 publicans of New Mexico. Hs
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horse
and
engineers surveying the
- iih that e might have
formation about what Is
persisted Mr. Tillman.

censed

STOLYPIN III

hss army
island. R
a little In-

FRANCIS COME

going on,"

Mr. Cullom replied that at the beof the session President
Roosevelt had sent to congress a message telling just what conditions were
in I'uba. end expressed
the opinion
that probably there has been little

COMMONS

10

BITTER

1

ginning

INTERVIEW

TO

change.

"1 have seen nothing about any recent outbreaks or any bloodshed, or
anything." said Mr. Tillman. "What I
want to know nuw is. when an election Is going to be held and when we
are going to get out."
' W It, I guess-the senator will find
out In due time." said Senator Cul-!oV, s. when the Nobel lord at the
White H,,use chooses to tell me, or

5

RESCUE

OK

PEERAGE

ma

REVOLUTIONARY

PROGRAM

BRITISH PARLIAMENT

IN

r.

above the waters of the Inland sea of
Japan, there Is a little peak of sulphide copper ore, which ban become
a center of Industry popularly known
throughout
the Island Empire as .SDEPLORES NECESSITY OF
umitomo Beast Here, for centuries before
the
Industrial
development of the
TRIALS
COURT MARTIAL
new world was begun by white men.
the Japanese were mining in a crude
way and carrying the ore on their
American Visitor to St, Peters-bi- n backs in small wicker baskets (such
as are still used for coaling shins at
Assured Drastic Meth- Nagasaki) down the twelve miles of
arduous mountain paths to the smelon the shore of the inland sea.
ods Are Only Resorted to tersToday
marvelous little workers
are
still at the purusit of burrowFrom Necessity,
ing out the mountain but a vast
Change ha come over the methods .)f
Working. Where in the ancient times
I imwiI Win- .Tmiriwl
Illy
only a paltry few hundred baskets 'f
St. Petersburg, Fob. i). In nn
ore
were each de.y borne over the
i.ninv wtth V. A. netneáes, a
tralla an output of MOO tons
Cat.,
dally now glides down a great cable-w.manufacturer of Los Angeles,
and is carried from the foot of
Premier BtolypM conceded that the
the slope by railroad to the sea. In
opposition had carried the election
oí members r the next parliament by shop t there is established at Sumitomo Baaal a modern mining plant, modn considerable majority. The prantler
sn,i he believed that parliament, al- ern in all essential details of engina
though oppositional, would have
eering Construction, and the wonder
composition
similar t,, that of the of the transformatiou is that it has
German relchstas;; namely, many vabeen wrought without the direct ase
liant partlei carrying together a
sistance of a single foreign engineer.
rabie number of more or less use.-leBennett, Jr.. in Engineering
members not adapted to serious Magazine.
work.
The premier said be considered it a
A SOrTflWESTEKN si NSIT.
great misfortune that so large a proportion, about 4', per cent, of the next (JSdward it. Lana of
iiaton in Client
parliament, would be of niien races,
Southwest .Maga .inc.)
Hi' said this element was wrapped up
symIn local interests and was not in
Far out Into the purple west
pathy with the welfare of the empire The day hath stepped; her garments

Majority.

I

Sh-cii- I

lt

eon-sid-

ss

large.
Premier stoiypin fully recognized
the necessity of a modus vivetnll between the administration and parliament In oidor to enable the latter to
take up the ((instructive work
to the calta! of the situation and he hones tú find some new
leaders to annrnaoh these problems
now before the country with unbiased
at

trail

Across the hills, as down a stair
Drift silken ikirts white bunds
hold.
As some fair woman passes there.

Indls-penslb- le

I

And

sweetly from dim, shadowed
crests
The breath of cedar, spruce and pine.
Comes with the night wind from the
glen.
minds.
Demenez
Mr.
that A perfumed breeze whoso clinging
The premier told
spell
hq deplored the necessity of drumhead
court martinis, and other extreme Of that fair woman breathes again.
conI
presen
measures, but that under
ditions in Russia a firm hand Is the Far out Into the purple west
only Salvation of the state and sulh a The day hath tapped her garments
trail
hand would be Imposed as long as It
steps that lowest lie;
The hill-to- n
was neoessnrr.
will
history
As
loath to leave her mountains
The premier believes
loved
justify him 'n this course, regardless
ef the continuance of the state be-of Sin- - lingers for a bust good-byterror in the country. Steps were
ing taken, be said, to raise martial
POR A
It
iiolsk. Tltv
law wherever this was possible and a CAS (OKI) DO.OO PGR TON. NO
decree was signed today abrogating 5MOK.K, NO BOOT, AM, HEAT. W.
the statu or "extraordinary security" IJ. U.YIIN .V. CO.
In five Tirovinees.
No changes In the present ministry
op odd
Tin: vioi;ji is
a vi
before parliament meets is contemso
l W STtTX BE THOSE WHO HAVE
plated, the premier said. The peasants
FOUUNAL
need first of all lasting tranquility, NOT 178ED MOKNING
and a healthy turn of sentiment. Pre
solemn
In
a
MORNING
most
Stoiypin
said
JOURNAL
taw
V'ANT ADS
manner that he realised his lile was
TIRING HES'TLTS.
In danger every minute, but he was
absolutely sincere in his devotion to
the new order of things and If needs
WW
MHWWBBM WMW
be, ready to die for his country.
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The
incrican
teams
intense Interest here, as the governwere made up ,,; New York and I'tic i
Wire
IH.v Momios Journal BbmIiiI I '
ment Intendi to Immediately inauguteams.
A special to the rate measures to check the powers of
St. Louis, Feb. 9.
saysTex.,
Austin,
Dispatch
Post
from
the house of lords, making it subordiFormer Governor D. R. Francis of nate to the will of the people, as rep- ITALIAN
Missouri was the star witness today resented by the house of commoi s.
before the Bailey Investigating com- This is nothing less than a revolution
in tlie present constitutional method!
mittee and repeated bis denials on be- and
foreshadows a bitter contest be
Halley.
Senator tween the two houses, with the govhalf of Senator
KILL OFFICER
'
Hanger, attorney for Halley, read to ernment already prepared for a disGovernor Francis the second clause of solution and an appeal to the country
upon the necessity of curbing
the
the Coke charges referring to the purpower representing the aristocracy in
chase of the Glbbs ranch.
the Interest of the demo, racy,
"Is that charge true" asked Senator
councils of the minister! have Driven Out of Colorado Town
determined the main lines of the gov- ,
Hanger.
He Fires Bullet Into Con"It Is absolutely false." replied ernment action, w hich is expected '
begin with the introduction of a resoFrancis, "except that I did assist llalstable's Back Threats oí
li y to buy the ranch."
lution Living down the house of comlit? later told of paving Hallov's obmons' inalienable rights. This win he
Lynching,
ligations to Mr. fierce.
merely preliminary t., a series of
Representative Coke asked Francis inc isures by which Premier
purposes to frame a
If he was the medium throufh Which
Pierce was to seenre Hnlley's politioleic issue against the lords, and than I By Morning Journal Bsilisl Leased Wlre.l
cal or legal lnlluence for the entrance appaal to the people upon it. Tlie
Arrow,
Col,,.,
!."Dago
Waters-Pierce
of the
Oil company in government's determination to make Prank." an Italian, this morning atTexas.
(hie
to tile defeat if tempted i,, kin Constable Neil
the fight nOS is
franela said he had nothing to do the educ.itiolial
bill by tlie upper
of Arrow. In the town of Fra-zrWilli the Waters-Pierc- e
Oil company.
house and the prospective defeat rf
nine miles west of Arrow.
He
He said that the charge was a reflecall other features of the existing minshot Itagland in the back Inflicting a
tion on him and he wanted the isterial program.
wound
it seemed tlie
from
which
charges proved or withdrawn.
It is seldom that a Rpeech from the
must die although the physiIn April. 1900. Francis wired Bailey
has been awaited with stub cians say tonight he has nn even
to come to St. Louis and gave Mr. throne
it Is asserted that Chance of recovery.
eager
Interest,
as
Pierce a letter of Introduction to Baihas Induced the crown ra
Frank had been run out of Arrow
ley. His purpose in wiring Halley was tlieikeministry
an allusion to the constitution it because
he robbed a stranger and
lo bring about a meeting. He and Mr. in.
between the lords and the Haglnml bad taken him to Frazer in
Pierce were both members of the St. deadlock
la
'King
Edward
a sleigh and told blni never to reWhether
Loula club. They were friends socially, commons.
to take such Significant action
turn. When the constable's hack was
but never had any business relations. ready to
n forecast
Formerly
doubt.
turned
shot him. lie was ImPearce had told Mr. Francis of his
lhrone.ua.-givespeech
the
of
from
the
mediately arrested by a clttSen an.
a
Texas trouble! and asked about
out before the opening of the brought hare,
There was talk if
Texas lawyer to help htm. Francis
session of parliament, bul the king lynching, but Sheriff Jones persuadrecommended Halley.
secrecy,
so
on
nothnow
strict
Insists
ed the citizens to allow the law to
Mr. Francia said he gave Halley a
strong recommendation to Pierce and ing definitely will' be known until tlje lake Itsaooursa
This afternoon Frank was started
then aided in the introduction. He de- speech actually is delivered.
Public attention is entirely dtrst'K I for Sulphur .Springs, where he will be
nied this had anything to do with the
struggle
between the lords and tried. Most of the way to the Springs
to the
Gil, lis ranch.
Francis said that he had loaned commons, and it Is probable thai my jril) be made In a sleigh, as the roa
money to Halley. He (Francis), found reference the king may make on he over the divide from here has been
subject in the lions.- of lords will be closed with snow for the past eleven
in Ills letter book that on November
couched, i;t moderate, uncnntroveralal
22d. 1900. he paid Mr. Pierce $:,300.
days.
Mr. Francis told of his conference language, because the speech is addressed to both houses
v.lih Marea, in Which he said:
Even from tic .Mountains
"Clay you are not going to let Bal-- Í
The propose:! government resoluley do that work for you for noth-- I tion challenging the powers of the linllard's Snow Liniment Is praised
Ing'.'"
house of lords can have little affect for vhe good it does. A sure cure for
Wright
Pierce replied that Halley would not In itself, as the lords' power! remain, Rheumatism and all pains.
take any tiling, but that he. (Pierce) despite rf solutions, but the passage of W, Loving. Grand Junction, .Goto.,
liad loaned lib" money, Air. Francis SUCh a resolution Is designed to give writes: "I used Mallard's Snow Linirecalled a. letter to Pierce In which the keynote of the ministerial plans. ment, last winter, for KhoiiiuaUsni
lie sent $5.S()0 lo pay Bailey's obligThese will consist chiefly of sending and can recommend it as the best
ations and that Pierce returned due Hie lords a number of popular meas- Liniment on the market. I thought,
bills of Mr. Bailey's obligations.
ures. Including a drastic land bill, af- at the time I was taken down with
fecting the estates of peers and other tilla trouble that It would be S week
Don't fonret that our driver ran aristocrats. These measures are sure before I could get about, but on ap- take your order for pies, oaken, bread to be rejected by the hoUM of lord.', dying your Liniment
several times
and in fact any ImUcry goods.
giving the government an oppor- 'during (lie night I was about in IS
thus
F. G. Pit ATT 4 CO.
tunity to appeal to ihe country, Mem- hours (mil well in three days." Sold
bers of the ministry predict several h .1. a. O'Rsllly Co.
no
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IT'S TRUE

OF CUBA

I

HORSE STEALING CASE
INTERESTS MR, TILLMAN
Mild Curiosity of Several Members Concerning Duration of
American Rule m Island Remains Unsatisfied,
Kv Mnrnlne

Journni Hpícliil l4Bied Wlrf.l

Washington. Feb. 10. While the
iirmy appropriation bill was before
the senate yesterday (uestlons wore
the
asked by Mr. llacon concerning have,
mount the army appropriations recent
been swelled by reason of the
Mr.
army occupation of Cuba., and esll-Warren said there had born forno addi- l
mate I'rom the department of Cuban
tional expenses on account
occupation, as the bin under consideration provided for appropriations
for 1H0S. The inquiry led loa general discussion of the status of Cuban af- n
fairs. In which Senator Cullom. on forof the xenate committee
eign relations was called opon for a
tatemen! as to how long the united
to remain in Cuba.
Slates Intended
,
The senator BPld be had no informa-tlon on the subject.
Senator Sacón said he had not been
has
satisfied with the nart congress
been plavlng in shaping the government's Cuban policy. He expressed
lawthe oolnlon that It was for thedepartmaking and not the executive
the
of
course
say
Ihe
what
ment, to
United States should lie In Cuba, but
that he had felt a delicacy In raising
the issue.
unid It seemed the
Senator
chairman of the committee on military
nffiiirs was not in the confidence of the
war department concerning the Cuban
occupation.
"Can tlie chairman give us any Inconcerning the present
formation
asked
status of our affairs In Cuba." replied
Mr. Tillman, and Mr. Cullom
that he coti'd give "none whatever."
"It seems a little odd that the committee on foreign relations does not
take steps to get information of
the analomous condition ofHe'affairs
then
there," said Mr. Tillman.
gave a description there as he underreports,
lie
anbtuihed
stood it from
told of one man, an American, having
a stnlNhu stolen by a negro patriot or
of .an act of Secretar;' Tart
rebel.
(onmnilbg the tlt;e of the animal to
the owner of the
the fierro Ho said negro
riding It evhorse could see the
ery day, but could not recover it.
Ta ft ran
"Now since Secretary
Talma' government up u tree und u
( hall-ma-

Til'-ma-

'd
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d
agents for the famous "Lily White"
dorset Covers. They are made of fine nainsook, embroidered
the same as Corset Cover embroidery by the yard, in the various
designs of corset cover embroideries. It has the nrmholes already
CUl oiil and finished with an embroidered scallop: It has a band for
the shoulder straps which matches the rest of the Cover perfectly. AH
that has to be done to finish It is to adjust Ihe shoulder straps and

Wo are

Semi-Finishe-

Inserí the ribbon

draw-sl-

i

ing.

The "Lily White." perfection In fit and perfect In appearance, derives
pure while and of the finest quality.
its name from the material

$l.r

Pill up singly in fancy boxes, at

and $2.00 each.

CHILDREN'S AND INFANTS' WEAR
BABY STYLES THAT ARB INKAN'TILH, In the very best sense.
Expert designers have worked OÜ the cutest little garment! by using
original Ideas and talent. We like to make n hobby of baby clothes
(here is such
satisfaction in pleasing the proud mothers and please
them we do with every single tiny garment. We tell about some of
the licautles, though It is as hard to describe them perfectly as it Is
the little darling himself or herself.
We carry everything for the infant from Stork Diapers and ready-to-us- e
Blrdseye Diapers on through the entire wardrobe: cotton wool and
silk bands; cotton, wool and silk shirts; iteubens cotton, wool and
silk vests; muslin and outing flunnel gowns; nainsook slips and
dresses, In II grades, both long and short c onfirmation robes of all
bootees and hoods; silk, mull and Swiss bongrades:
nets. In fact our Infants' Wear Department is complete in every
'
detail.
hand-croch-

C H I LDR EN

"

W. J. PATTERSON

I

THE ECONOMIST

OCCUPATION

JACK FROST

inony in the house ,,f peers, where.
King Bdwafd, robad in crimson velvet, edged with rata and surround- - Automatic Phone
ed b) a brilliant thronf, will read the
speech from the tin one.

n

up-

1907

ill.
Liberal Administration Deter- -,
mined to Start Campaign to!
CURLING CHAMHÓNSHIP
Curb Powers of House of
Livery and Boarding Stables
WON BY CANADIAN TEAM.
W rt Sliver Arena.
Lords In Legislation,
Albuqucnp.r New afcxloo
tor to Mr, Pierce of Standard
L'tlca, N. Y.. Feb. 9. The internaOil Who Needed
a Texas By Morning Journal Special I f oci Wire. tional (eon,, oi championship medal THE WORLD IS FULL OF ODD AXD CURIOUS HDOKJC, BO TIILHi; MAY
London, Feb. 9. The reassembling
was won by the M unreal players In
Mi,Lawyer Just Then,
International curling match held STILL BE THOSE WHO HAVE NOT USED MOIUMNC JOURNAL WANTS
J arouses
of parliament February

else-ma-

Russian Premier Admits Libthai l earned Praia
eral Element Will Contral flnswrthlnt
Near thel center of the beautiful
island of Shllioku.
Parliament by Considerable mountain rather
more than .'I.U00 feet

11,

FEBRUARY

the government Is nltir ready tn submit the proposed reform measure. Al- though its terms re withheld. It '
believed that It will follow the lines'
of the revolution hill, giving Ireland
a certain amount of authorlt
to
frame measures relating to her Interest, stibjt i ; ;,, the supervision of
the imperial
authorities. However.
Timothy M. Healy and other Irish
leaders do not expect ImmedSUe re- suits owing to the opposition of the
house of lords and other obstacles.
H, sides 'he importance ,.f the Issues, the presence of the king. ueen
and princes in the gorgeous court ceremony, will lend unusual speetat ular
Interest to the opening of parliament
Biabo rata preparationi are being
made for the Street
and eere- -

WAGE

y
someone
tell nie instead, that MISSOURIAN
DECLARES
It is none of my business." replied Mr.
Tillman. He laughingly added: "Well,
CHARGES
BASELESS
it I can't get any Information as to
why the nigger slide the horse, I suppose
will have to subside."
He joined In a general laugh from Merely
Recommended Senathe republicans at his expense.

DEFEAT

SENATORS

MONDAY,

'

S

D R ESS ES

Our new line Is In and it Is complete:
8.V
riingham Over Drosses, all sizes
MM
Children's feríalo Wash Drerses
30c
Children's Dlngham Wash Dresses
other dresses for children, aged from I to 14 years, made of Check
Olngham, scotch Ptsld pephyr, chambray, Plan Linens, and white
India Llnon.
A big assortment of various styles to boose from; pi iced al 7.V. $1.00,
81.2.1, 81.50 and 82.00.

THE NEW SPRING SUITS

Long Kid Gloves

Never were the materials for the first Spring Suits more bewitching than
they are this year.

The small effective

stripes, and pretty fanciful colorings,

ihe light grays, tans and delicate shades which lead in the New Suitings strike

I clear and distinct color note. The Jackets are short effects, with many new
departures, a kink here and there, that bring out the lines so much sought after
by

woman.

style-lovin- g

$20.00

to

'I his

showing

embraces a

range of

prices

from

rjLOVB; THK COFÉR1BCT STYLKS and there are styles
gloves
just the same as in other articles of woman's wear. The stole that
sells the most gloves .mil the best gloves (and who is that but us!)
Is always sure to have the newest styles.
Here are some natty OtteSI
111

Washable

Chamois

(lloves, very new

8:1.00
81. .VI

ItVbUttOH Napa Cape Olovos. very new
LI bat tan O lace Kid GHOVSOi grey, tan, browns
((button Glace Kid Qlovee, blsick or white

$75.00.

SILK SUITS AND DRESSES
FOR SPRING

!(tbUttOn Claco Kid Cloves, blink or white
Qlace Kid Cloves. Ida, k or while
1
Silk Cloves, Colors black, white,

champagne

8:i."

...si.oo
....81. M

.

S.'i.OO

pearl, tan. mode
81. ."0

Keyser Silk Cloves, black or whlto
Keyser Silk Cloves, blnck or white. .
Children's Dent Cloves, all sizes...
I

We are showing charming creations of Silk, so entirely different from
garments. They embody all those exclusive, individual traits which give
(hem an air of dignilied elegance and a pronounced gracefulness.
The Eton
Jacket, the new ideas in fancy dresses and jumper effects are all products of
the prices $15.00.
skilled designers

82.00
and

SI.OO

8l.2."i

WOMEN'S NEW NECKWEAR
attractive collection of the very latest In Women's No, kwe;ir just
eived al the Keonoiu 1st everything that Is correct and In Style w'll
be found in the assortment. Come und see.

An
rec

NEW WALKING SKIRTS
New Skirts

are arriving.

BELT BUCKLES

We are prepared to show you all the new

plaited styles, some plain, others trimmed with folds or tailor stitched straps,
many are in the new checks and stripes.

A charming assortment at $5.00

to $25.00.

The eream of Kurope's nnd America's styles ran be found her, Buckles of pearl, Stirling sliver, gold plated, cut steel, Jel and nrl finishes.
Pearl Ruckles from 25c o 81.00.
BueklSS from 50c to 82.00.
Fancy QUI Sueldes from ,"o, to (lo.ooo.
.let Buckles from Me to 8i.oo.
I

Cut Si,

NEW LINGERIE WAISTS
We can rightly term this "a brilliant display." Such daitiness and
The
will strikingly commend ihem to women of delicate taste.

value-givin-

l

cxclu-sivene-

NEW BELTS AND BAGS

plac-

ing of this section in a class by itself as a source of the latest ideas, has been
But the one special
constantly uppermost in gathering the original novelties.
feature lo which we wish to give prominence is the

,

The prices

entile new line of Holts Just received, consisting of the Newest In
Plaid Silks. Plain Crush Silks. Klastlc Studded Hells and the Wry
Newest In Leather Hells; priced 2."Vc to 85.00 culi,

An

are as low as 60 cents with a splendid range of prices up to our exclusive elo
".oil models.

new suitings, the newest kinds and colorings, Hair Line Stripes,
The swellest line of oioths ever shown by us. The

Broken Checks, Mixtures.
price only

It ACS.

These must be seen to be appreciated. A new nasortmenl jtisl re, 1.. I,
consisting of open Shopping lings, Avciiie and Variety Leather Hags.
Priced from 81. 00 lo 810.00 each.
,

THIi NEW WOOLENS
Beautiful

M'W

$1.00 and

upwards.

BLACK

rea.

18

RIBBONS.

special sale, a large assortment of the best Linen Back Velvet
Ulhbons, Nos.
and 2 worth to 75c per bolt of 10 yards, for 10c.

On

1

ISKINDINQ

VELVET

Vfc

;

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING
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CEMENT BLOCK

FINE WATERSTRUCKA

MESA

ON

FIRST
DISPLAY
THIS WEEK

of
teachers of all lha several
practica sudors aud recommend. In the
strongest term posnlbl. each and every
Ingredient entering into the composition
of Dr. Pierre's GoMea Medical Dincovery
(or the cura of weak stomach. Irtpeneas,
catarrh of sUimadi. "liver complaint."
turpi,! liver, or bllinuinesn. chronic botvcl
affections, and all catarrhal diseases of
whatever pgion, name or nature. It ll
CITY
also a apecitic reniedy fur all such throat"
s
or long Ituniling rases uf catarrhal
and their resultant, ax bronchial,
lung
diseaae(eicept
and
throat
anied n'iih severe congiis. It
- ,s not ,, kihi.1 tur acute celils and coughs,
Disastof
Particulars
Further
Lut fur liriverine. or chrnnir cases ft ia
eticaeioua in pnslucing
WiPrk nil PillOS AltOS "PfwHr
fccti.,ir1j iteonUlnBkCbrryhark,
,ioll,e"
Rnnfi--Silvroot. KliKMlroot. stone root,
INariOW ilnnop
Uri(ir.,k,. r,)(,, HI1(1 y,1M.root all of
which are highly ,r;. ixki as remedies for
City Notes,
all the above mentioned a (faction hy such
emiticnt medical writer and teaclnTs aa
Prof. Barlholow, of .lefferfoti Med.
Sprll ( orrl..a r Vurnlnx .lourn.il
Prof. Har. of the UnlT, o( Pa ;
s.
Keh.
M
i "It j
N.
BTWer
Prof. Kinlev Kllingwooil, M. II.. of Bennett tied. College, Chicago ; Prof. John
silver citj i s,mid to have t
King, M. 1).. lata of Cincinnati : Prof,
Aand P. B.I .loli
ment bioek ptaa.
it M. S. iidiier, M. 1).. late of Cincinliav,
pVOmoter
anil
Ibath, ale the
nati : Prof. K.lwln M. Hale. M. 1).. of
already orderad lha naachlnary Bama- Uahupmann led. filleRe. Chicago, and
sarv for the work. The and will be1 leontof othera eqnaJly ealuaaat in their
several Mhoaft of practice.
taken front the arroyo north of tOWB.
The "(iolden Medical Discovery" Is the
near the Natter works. The block "ill only medicine, put up for sale through
evidently
as populat In silva druggist (or like purpose, that ha anv
City as they air In many other Cltioa, such prorYjixioiml endorsement
Worth
Don than any iiiuntier of ordinary testiHmmm (.auge Wrerk.
monials. Open publicity of Its formula
A disustroiis wrack tccurred
on the on the Isittie wrapper is the Imst possible
Silver City. Pinos Altos an, i Mogollón guaranty u( it- - merit. A glance at this
narrow Kange railroad at Pa nswoi lb published formula will show thaf'tiolden
siding ii, nttle north of Stiver City Sindical Discovery" contains no polaoih
Krblay evening, when the train was ous or harmful agents and DO alcohol
glycerine
coming down from Ptnoa Alto with
chemically pure,
load of orea down tin mountain at a lieing usnl instead, (ilycerine. Is entirely
la
beside
a most
frightful apeed. Engineer Roberta saw Unobjectionable and
lha dancer ami railing to his flremaa ue(ul Ingredient In the cure of all stomand a locomotive expert who was on ach as well as bronchial, throat and lung
the engiii". to Jump, he leaped off affections, There Is thn highest medical
in, eecaped with slight Injuries. Fire- authority for Its use In all such cases.
man Jaco ha started over the bander The "Discovery Is a concentrated glycnisi as the engine left the ra.lt and eric extract of native, medicinal roots
was Inatamtty kiiini by the ore car and is safe and reliable.
A booklet of extracts from eminent,
piling mi top of him. Robinson, thr
expert waa a representamedical authorities, endorsing it IngreI locomotive
tive of the Shay engine works and dient mailed fire on request. Address
view of placing more Dr. K. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
was here with
motive power on lite road. His place

FOR

FACTORY

AT

READ AND VOL' WILL LEARN
That the leading medical writer and

SILVER

L AS VEGAS

.'Is

affec-tlon-

omsuniii-tliniacc(in-

COMSTOCK HOPES TO
GET ARTESIAN FLOW

Pl

Escaped Convicts Reported to
Have Been Seen in Macho
County Division
Canyon
Still Seethes,
Murnilif Journal )
irrnlM,.i.ln
M
I.
K.,t lai Veri
been received here of the
Word
,'f mi
vi
nuurlalr el Qtoea t.
ur teacher ,f
tili Parre, fof
meat In the Normal. I Mi
,

fb.

)

t"

fleol-g- e

'iir InWIlire-

a

Kinklf.

agent "f Ihls cll.
Mix Furr,,
laxt
signed her w t i. hi at Ih-- fins.-,,- f
term. Although no BnomtOtiaeW Of
hing reddína.
b. made
her .i
tn friend here, ii" surprise will he
Ml, nn the two were a paretillv MOM
than good friend! before MIkk Furto
I, f. '.he
itv.
highly sccom-pllehe- d
The young la
:tnl was a society netrortte
haw. Mr Kinkii- is ,,np nf the moat
young mcari in the
i enact tad
community.
-

l

I

I

aaothei oartt of lan, i buyer
arrived in the city mid already
mora promising tracts, nun.-

has
aa-rr-

ai

ic

acre, have beea,
purchaser ara farmer who aspect tn
this
here
take ni' thalr residence
tun
print;, Th land ,n that me
rapidly and ih' prices re
being
$
an acre.
and
main eady ai
W H i "oniMook. arho ha a large
has
S'heal,
to
winter
plañir,
tr.irl
mode a itne strike of water rn thx
mt si. He had a well thai furnisher
f water at foirtj
an abundant supply
feet, bul believed hi- could secure I
H
heavier flou b a.,, In deeper,
had Hunk t, a depth of seventy-fl- vi
feel when be got hi ma' hlm-- v nul
,,r (fear and cama Into the city to gei
pome
While he was ah- tn fix It
noma nf lha hm,i buyer hap- l'ru',l l, vIkII hWl place. They were
iii N. ai Relden, who knee thai
Mr romatoek hail sunk to a depth nf
They f.'iinil that
WVcrrty-flv- e
feet.
water hail risen i" a jepth of thirty-fiv- e
l
ell. i in their
feel In Hie
ihej mat i metncK ana iwv
hwm
he hail
him the Intormati n thai
,f water that was
.truck a fine fin
thlrly-f.iol
the
rising steadily above
Comatock hn
mark u hi n Ihev left
dnce. but H
not been if trd fi
lirllrw-,III' III kr, p oil boring, ll' pill
tn set artesian Water.
na vaftoua parta of
Numerous
that
the mesa have demonstrated
with lit ivy
underbill!
the land I
strata "f water at no gn at depth,
oi,i.

than

The

SPRING

-

SHIRTS
The first of our extensive
shipments

spring

of

shirts is now on show at
our store and

triple-reline-

in

our

win-

dows. It comprises, many
new designs and is

rad-

iant with

and

I

unknown.

is

extensive

handsome color combinations; also some fetching

patterns

Jacob

opv-rate-d

in

the

quiet

black and white effects,

HEAD BLOWN OFF

i

:

ccuaon,
O. II. Mitchell and

famih

ADVERTI8KMENTS

PAYABLE

IH ADVANCE

LOST.
la 1ST lllack fob with gold tone
eagle charm, engraved F. O. E. Return to Albuquerque Hatters and refM
LOANb7
ceive reward.
PKK8OWAL FRStPERTT
with
lined
LOST Black Jacket,
grnv, between
Railroad and Silver
on So. Third street, Return
On Furniture. Plano. Orarana. Horaea. avenues W.
f
Copper avenue, for
Wagons and other Chattels: also on to 9"!
salaries and warehouse rerelDta. aa ward.
low aa $10.00 and aa hlsrh a, tZOO.tO.
Loans are uulckly made and strictly
HELP WANTED Mnle.
orivate.
Time: One month to ene
rear given. Goods te remain In your I SiAI.IC-IV- f IV Kv
i
oooaeaslon.
Our ratea are reasonable.
trad,In
Call and aee us before borrowins.
line, to sell genital
a.!)
Steamshln ticket to and from
Mexico: an unexcelled specialty prop
oarta of the world.
osition: commission with Ml weekly
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN
for expenses. The Continental Jew3 fnd 4. Orant Bids.
f 10
elry Co.. Cleveland, O,
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
Craige.
WÁXTKHotel
DForter.
SOft West Ilnlirond Aenne,
tf
Silver ave.
WANTED Log sawyers for lumber
II Kill' WA XT ED Female.
camp.
40 per month and
Wages
genernl board, accomodations first class. Apfor
WANTFD Woman
McGaffty.
Thoreau,
ply
Haldridge,
610
Horabln
So.
hooaevork. Miss
tf
N. M.
Broadwgar.
WAN'TKÜ Girl for general housetillK KENT- 611 So. Second st.
tf
work.
RENT
Houses from 3 to
FOR
WAN'TKD Cirl to work in bindery.
rooms; also storerooms and offices.
H. S. Lithgow & Co., bookbinders,
W. Gold ave. fll
W. H. McMillion,
Journal building.
FOR RENT Two well furnished
WANTED
Girl for general houseInquire 1109 Kent av., Mr. rooms in new, modern house, easy
work.
tf access to both car lines; men preAmado Chaves.
ferred. 1305 Fruit ave.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
WANTED
Miscellaneous.
for light housekeeping, electric lights
WANTED- Men to learn plumbing. and use of bath; no sick people or
Western Plumbing Trade School, 1R09 tourists need apply. 115 North Hill
Tremont, Denver, Colo.
tlS
street.
W. T. Crean.
classes
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
WANTED
To buy buggy. Address for light housekeeping; "modern; no
fill
F.. care Journal.
fit invalids. 608 So. Edith St.
WANTED
Furnished rooms for
FOR RENT To gentlemen, furhousekeeping, Highlands, healthy fam- nished rooms, all modern. 517 S6.
ily of three. Addrea X., 711 South Broadway.
Mrs. H. fi. itutherford.
fit)
Armo at.
RE1ÍT
house. with
FOR
dhand water. 1020 N. Second St.;
WANTED
Goo- second
J12,
tf
tf
gunny sacks. Hahn's coal yard!
houses,
FOR RENT 2 to
1,500 subscribers, inter
WANTED
or unfurnished. W. V. Fuesting little monthly, 15 cents a year. furnished
tf
U W Coal.
jvvMrKcan. santa re. N. jvi . ma tidle.
Storage room, clean
FOR RENT
Dodd, Mead & Co. want and dry. 109 N. First st.
WANTED
tf
capable of
an educated salesman,
brick with
FOR RENT
earning J2.000 a year; references re- - bath,
close in, $22. Don J. Rankin &
Iquired. Address 431 Empire building, Co., Room
10, Armljo bldg.
tf
f 16
Denver, Colo.
house,
RENT A
Ladies to save combing wit;FOReleotrlc
WANTED
light, bath, water, also
and have hair work made by Mrs. H. barn; near university.
Apply T, Jour-nK. Rutherford, 517 South Hroadway.
tf
office.
m2
Always at home Mondays.
Five-roomodern
RENT
FOR
asStenographer; must
WANTED
In, Afply O. N. Marrón.
sist in office work and be good at house, alose
AdFOR RENT FurniShed r6om. 2TS
figures; state salary expected.
tf
tf N. Sevapth street.
dress P., care Journal.
WANTED
The Albuquerque Junk
SALE.
FOR
Co., 620 South 2d street, pays the
FOR SALE A fine saddle pony.
highest prices for second hand cloth
.
H
ing. watches, lewelry. guns, revolvers,; rood size; also bear skin.
tf McMillion. 211 W. Gold av.
ill
etc.
FOR SALE Laundry plant In me
WANTED Customers for the fresh-ea- t
of ranch eggs. Now 40 oents per of the cities of N, u Mexii ". Address
J. T. Har Laundry, care Journal.
Phone 354.
dozen
gcr. Twelfth and Mountain road.
tf
FOR HALE- - one incubator, large
TEAMS WANTED The "Santa Fe gas stove, oak bedroom suit. Apply
fl
Gold & Cojjper Aflntuj- - company want 514 So. High.
teams for coal haulfi'om Hagan to the
Twenty-thre- e
acre
KoR SALE
mines near Ban p.edro and for other ranch, all under cultivation, alfalfa,
purposes. All good, teams making ap- fruit and garden,
house; mile
plication will be. given work. Geo. O. and
from town; will take
M a rjj. Superintendent.
tf part payment house and lot in town.
ft 6
A certain number of Itox 229. Albuquerque.
WANTED.
FOR HALE New tent house and
boatders pay your tlxert expenses; every one above that numher pajs you lot on easy payments. Leaving town.
the nil so 11111 st.
a profit; yuii can always keep
tit
number right by using our Want colFOR SALE House and lot cheap;
umns.
party leaving town; sawmill district,

X

Desert Ijuiil, Final Proof.

any-Ne-

Cor-nel- lo

of Bernalillo, N.
If., haa filed notice of intention to
claim
make proof on his desert-lan- d
N.K. hi N.W.'A
No. 627. for the S.W.
7
W.. N.
S.K.14. Sec. 10. T. 15 N.. R.
M P. M.. before H. W S. Otero. U. S.
Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque,
N. M., on the 5th day of March, 1907.
He namea the following witnesses to
prove the complete irrigation and reclamation of said land: Cornelio R.Nepomusena Mastes. N'esaSandoval, ....
r,
.1 ii!,.,,
V'.lvonl.
.....-- ,
110 jt nniiuuvii, no., sxin.u.v
all of Sandoval. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
.

-t- -

OF

Mia

$1.25.

I

NEW

EAGLE

I

Premature

of Alaino- -

Blast

in

the

$1.25 to $2.50.

Bot-

frame cottage, near

Il.flOfl

shops, lot 50x142, on car line.
aobe, shingle roof,!
a I .....
nn ,
ncur ahnns1'
olnn. .f ...miI. n.....
...V..U
"""I'BII1
easy terma.
11,200
frame, new barn,
shade trees, city water, high location.
J1.300
frame cottage, easj'

$1,060

ht

t0.

term; North Eighth street.

$1.600

new frame cottage,

Highlands.
cottage,
frame
bath, lot 60x142. fine shade and
fruit trees; close In.
new brick cottage,
$1.500
screened porches, easy terms;
near shops.
bath, etc.;

i

In

$1,500

brick, good cellar
outbuildings,
lot 50x142;
South Edith street.
cottage,
$2,000
frame
new, bath, cellar, well built;
South Walter street,
$2,000
5room new brick cottage,
adobe outbuildings; N. Eighth st
$2,000
modern brick cottage, bath, electric lights; good
$1,800
'

m

11

550
frame cottage, near
shops, corner lot; easy payments

t

al

MEW MONARCHS

.

REAL ESTATE
BARGAINS

five-roo-

EXPLOSION

BY

for

M. Sandoval,

ill

Day-nig-

rfOtioa

Publication.
United States Land orflce, Santa, Fo
N. M Jan. 25. 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that

.Six-roo-

o

-

aIX CLASSIFIED

Notice for Pnlillcatioii.
Department of th Interior, Jand Office at Santa Fe, N. M.. Jan. IS, HOT.
Notl-- "
is herebv given that Lorenxo
Canduarla. of Chlllll. N. M., haa filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five year proof In support of his claim,
via Homestead entry No. Í606 made
Oct 8. 1901. for the 8.H. Section 1!.
E.. and that
N.. Ttange
Township
said proof will be maae oeiore n. v.
S. Otero, O. ft. court commissioner, at
1907.
Albuqueruue, S. M.. on March
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of. the land, viz.:
Miguel Apodacn, Francisco Garcia, Vicente Herrera, Andres Illval. all of
Chillli. N. M.
MANT'FL R. OTERO. Register.

'

i

residence

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

CO-Roo-

.

leave a family. This road is
by the Comanche Mining and Smelting
ompany.
Mr Sam Sriiirr has gone to New
York and other eastern points to visit
the markets and to promUN3 a sum-nr stock of km, ,iis for tin- emporium
if which he is proprietor, Mrs. Bcblff
lecompanied htm.
The w rather has been unusually
nleunant dining the past few weeks.
floors and windows are kept open like
The ranchmen are domidsummer,
ing their swing plowing and many
planted much of their
already
have
n
Moisture has
rarden truck.
ibundanl dining the winter and ail
prosperous
ire looking forward to a

1907

re-t-

i

of

FEBRUARY 11.

Money to Loan

OF THE NEW

i,

t'ol-leg-

.

MONDAY,

JOURNAL.

and

location.
new brick cottage,
electric lights; $850 cash, balance
on time at 8 per cent.; North
Second street.
cottage,
$2,200
frame
modern, on car line; North
Twelfth street.

$2.100

brick dwelling, lot
$2.400
fordo have located here. Mr. Mitchell
tom of a Well Kills a Man
50x142; S. Broadway; close In.
will soon npefl a
turn's furnishing
NEW CLUETTE
dwelling,
brick
ion- in silver City.
$2.500
Hupervtaor I!. 8 McClure of thel
good 50 foot lot; West Coal
Elizabethtown and Maims
bath,
at
$1.75.
brick, bath,
fills foreal reserve has received Ih
$2,500
formation thai the Burro mountain
cellar, electric lights, cement
Another,
ape-'fa
by
rcaerve
been
created
has
walks; in Highlands; close in.
foreal
order of the president. Mr, Mc
brick cottage, bath,
$2.600
dure win take charge of the reserve gpeelal rorresaoadeaee Murnlnc ,!ourniil.
electric lights, barn, corner lot
50x142; North Second street.
Eliza liethtown. X. M.. Feb.
building,
$4,000
brick
Hag,, Duran was almost
lns:antl
store and 8 living rooms: easy
klllad ami atavio Valdea was tarribty
terms if desired; on car line.
Some good ranches tor sale close In.
in timed as the resull of an explosion
Vinol builds you up
of blasting ppwder which took place
j
A.
lit the butloin of a well bring sunk at
up
you
and
keeps
Instate, Fire Insurance, I nans,
Real
Krinie
Luis
his
h
hard;
two
lh
The
in
The Railroad Ave. Clothier
fbe exttemeh mild winter
Surety Bonds.
iligghm
men.
who
goi
wrll.
the
cause
territory
uric
northern purl of the
Auto Phone 328
Hfíhit S. 2nd St.
aldng all rlghl until n blast failed to.
rejolclra among aloekmen. who have
go off. gad the two after a few mln- 111,1 with almost no losses. The ranae
T. A. p., Journal.
tf
uie.s descended the well to Investigate
EVERYTHING MADE IN VMI
remain i" the hasi nf condition, bulSALE Good riding and drivThey had no goohet
the
PLANING ingFOR
BY
unless some more snows fall, the out- j
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
THE SI PFINOIt
horse; nlso set of single harness.
disappeared
bel
from
the
WOn'l
surface
than
water
look for Irrigation
MILL
tf
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West Gold.
there was an explosión, Leonard, who
Dimnsl gt'
h e
bright
The snow
ATTOltVKYE.
-aar
was in the house, carpe ruphlng put,
of
SALE Twenty-eigh- t
et
FOR
head
melted In the mountain and there
por prtftifK a: a conneoua ireaunoni flne j9my cows; can be seen at H
help was si 'lined and ibe two Well It W. D. HUYAN
the high plains. The stream
nun
Attorney set Law.
the very choicest of meats you will
drillers were broUghl up, Duran dead,
Spring talos ,,1
Mfon jfards, 200 North Broad- now arc not high.
!
In First Nation.-.- bank build
make no mistake by calling on Emll way. Come and see the
The pile,
with his head almost completely sev-- 1 Ipa.Office
nows are also needed (.0 fill the water
M.
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Albuouermie
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or
eet,
Klelnwort, I12 North Thirl
red. and Valde with one leg broketi
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will be right.
a here thS si, irk have bemt
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your
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ami hi face fearfully disfigured.
PHYSICIAN.
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SALE!
One
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thfi house at 717 Edith,
In
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is Still
precarious condition and
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J. R. II
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North
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and another along with it,
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ige,
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way.
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fWo no n w ho
If you didn't get it that's
Surgeon.
Physician
and
win,
thoroughbred
description of tin- convict
Denial Surgeon.
FOR SALE Five
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
penltentlgry
2110 S. High
Building.
2
roosters
I,
light
Burnett
ngped from t in
and
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Brahma
Roo
N. T. Armljo Hldg.
Rooms
your fault, It was a snap-alWANTED Nurse girl, at 101 W
14.
Appointments made by sa. J. F. Palmer.
few das ago. .N detail if mounte
Rhone
Railroad av.
tf L
poll, emeu have been senl 3 the plací
14
13,
A
snap.
nía;
SALE
FOR
right, all right.
Iits
I
WANTED-- Position by iftoi
DR. It. L.
Our
Cod
and 15 in block I!, Simpler addition
E. J. AliOER. D. D. S.
experienced cigar saleswoman
Call
N. T "rtml1o Hlda.
Room
'I'll.on, lions of pOUnty division
Offices: Armljo block, opposite Gol- No. 2, only $6011, $611 cash, balance in
Tuberculosis treatesd with High Fre
it Savoy hotel.
preparation without oil.
ami ih, incorporation of the iwnfluency Electrical Cvrrent and Germl den Rule. Office hours, 8:30 a. m., to installments rf $15 per month. Write
WANTED
reliable
municipality tin aeiotown int
Treatments Rlvten from 8 a. m. te 12:30 u. m.: 1:10 to 5 p. m. Both J. C. Phelan. Fresno, Calif., or see E.
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V
hares 14cide.
The street tur
mmunltv.
Inir th
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A, Idle
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Phvsician and Surgeon.
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Modern
F. W. SPENCER
to restore health forA
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property, the St. Clair hotel.
eompnni anal the
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lands;
new.
DR.
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to
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pay
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highest
possible
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dated
Old people, delicate children, prices for 1unl( of all kinds. RememBoth 'Phones.
flooded with pamphlets seiting forth
Homeopathic.
FOR SALE New and second-ban- c
Physician and Surrean.
reasons fur union.
o.
no one pays higher prices for old
hue es at AlPimueriiu Carrt
run-dow- n
ber
weak
CIVIL
Black
ENGINEER.
Whltlaa
RoqrnJJ
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The optic ha started 1 voting
$2,300.00.
1
rags
pay
Iron, metals, eto.
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For
ill,papel
Ballot are printed in
and
colds, from 50 cents to $10.00 a 100 pounds. DR. ,W. G. RHADRACH
STOCK COMPANIES,
J. K. AUWELI
ar
queatlona
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Practice Limited
vil Engineer.
daliv on which the
buy second hand furniture, hari
and all We
coughs,
Ear. Jbse. Thifoa L
Ftnom ?X N. St Arrrtlc bolllw
:..k',l
STOCK companies Incorporated.
Air you In favor of the tilVisness, store fixtures, sewing machines, Oculist Eye.
jFe
Sanaa
and
Aurlst
eeasi
for
ion of San Miguel COUnty?" and "Art
wagons,
If you have stocks or bonds for sale,
buggies,
etc.;
In fact, lines. Office 31 3 Vi W. Railroad ay
horses,
and
lung
throat
troubles.
JJNDKKTAKKKSI
you In favor of a greater Las
let me try to sell them for you. George
anything of value. We carry anything It, 1 ft to 11
Tn.. T.aa tn s r. rm
640
Kellogg,
BUiOOtt
M.
broker,
A. BORDERS
tnth 11011 and women are requested
land unlike most risalers who only W. m. SHERIDAN, M. D.
on
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Bond
and
Undertaker.
square, Buffalo.
1,, fill out a ticket form
want to pun base one or two articles,
Com
hearse,
$6.0.
or
white
everybuy
we
Homeopathic
Black
office.
fur cash anything and
Physician and Surgeon.
lo the
The largest and best assortment of
J. H. O'RIELLY COMPANY
thing.
merclal Club Building. Auto telephone
Occidental Life litiildin-- .
Ten of Ih promoters of county div216 West Gold Ave.
in the city.
N, M.
S16: Colorado, red 116. Albuquerque
JUNK CO..
ALBL'Ql'ERQI'E
ision have signed a requeel which they
Albuquerque,
P. G. PRATT & CO.
DRUGGISTS
to tin
620 South Second St.
New MexJoo.
Telephone 886.
hue published III Thenot OptlC,
believe the
effect that they do
result of surb a vote wit fairly
the sentiment of those In favoi
pi,
,,f flivbiing tin- county and asking
th, ni not to vote.
of course, the nppom nti of the division promptly charged thai the other are afraid 10 have the matter to
Hie pnpttlgr voice. If Uf meaning of
pnb'laher of the requeel is that
Ihev will not br given a fair ileal,
they are without question mist then f The Optic is a rompnraThe leSM
with
iivr stranger and In common proh-"hl
outsiders and all newcomers,
reason
for
the
cannot understand
the two
'he long qugrrel between arguments
towns nor the force of the
That he
usnl In favor of division
OF THE ATCHISON, T0PEKÍA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., IS AT
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
pie really
Waflt to know how the
and
Is
natural,
stand on the qunstiop
THE JUNCTION CF THE MAIN LINES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
While It must be admitted thai there
W
I
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF'MEXICO.
af getting nul
.
. 1. 1
Is not much llkelth
u fair exiression of the real ..pinion
,.t iha people b) the method adopted,
WlthOUl dOUbt, rvery vote will be
counted lust as It Is east, and The
optic editor will In all probablllt)
(INCORPORATED)
be bf gelv guided In shaping his own
Cruras by what he believes to be the
sen'lmenl of the majority
streets and avenues, right In the business
Are the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting of 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and 70-fo- ot
There is considerable bitterness In
is
Company
Railway
Fe
now grading its extensive depot grounds
&
rglatenee regarding the matters ,1 isTopeka
Santa
Railway
of
Grounds,
and
The
Depot
directly upon the Santa Fe
Atchison,
center
the new city
1,.
not llke!
sue already, and It
freight
Harvey eating House, round house, coal
traffic,
and
passenger
70,miles
accommodate its immense
yard limits 800 feet wide and a mile long (capacity of
of sidle track)
Both sides are eaacr fot
Barrease.
the pai.ei s support and ii Isn't nt all
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc.
throat
unlikely thai promise and
II
from both bles an- plentiful.
THE CITY OF BELEN has a population of 150C, and several, large Mercantle Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with Its 150 Barrels a day capacity, winery, etc, It is the
however,
that the
not probable,
COUnty division people believe or wish
in New Mexico. .From Its location upon the great trunk line leading north, south, east and west, to all
largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans,, hay and
Unit the
l
ronvev the Impression
points in the United States and Mexico its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated. All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to
biotority ,.f th,- people of the city r
with them and this - trag, but lhe
Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast, The water is good and climate unsurpassed. Belen has 8 $16,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
,1,, no'
that their supporter
can be depended noon to send thSil
newspaper and a good hotel, The lots offered are low in prices and terms easy, One third of purclub, three hotels, restaurants, etc, K needs right now a good
while lhe tlilnk every iit-blVale
two-thirgot
be
on
cash;
may
remain
will
money
note
side
year with interest at 8 per cent per annum, Title perfect and warranty deeds given,
on
other
one
for
the
chase
vole
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The Helen Zotvn and Improvement Company
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There Is undoubtedly quit a Irons
last
eilon who say: "Let's make
ffen.t to git the towns together, and
i' we c.n't. then let's divide the
county. " Kroi.i varloim InlluiHtionH. It
Is believed the i',cnl paper Is In favoi
of an attempt at union, though no po.
sillón h.i yet bu n taken.
What oart of tilts paper do you
aunrwM-- e
th mo Intef1n to the
nenaoh who I aaaerjv looaTnr 'or s
furnWSheo room oe boafiMna ntace?
la your ad lo that oaxt of tb oaoeif
1
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Come early if you wish to secure the choice lots,

and-mortga-
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and prices of lots call in person or write to
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHJV H EC KEH.
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Secretary
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Testimony Being Taken in Several Counties, Which, While
Only Half Completed, is A-

Metí,

Indian

-

lready Voluminous,
In so far a? the introduction of testimony
concerned, the content In- Ktituted hy the democratic organization uf New Mexico in behalf of O. A.
UWMOlo, Its candidate for congress,
is!
V. H. Andrews,
"KHinst Delegate
'issumlng large proportions. Entered
Into by attorneys for the republican
candidate now holding the certificate,
as something of a Joke, the contest has
become a very serious matter, involving the taking of testimony In at least
liv t ountlcs of New Mexico and In- eluding a number of witnesses so large
as to be almost staggering.
Attorney! K. W. Dobson and T. Tí.!
Wttk'erMn, engaged by the republican
organization to look after the interests
of Andrews, returned to Albuquerque
yestordfty. the one from Las Vegas.
the other from Helen, where the taking of testimony has been under way.
The testimony In San Miguel county,
diil not proceed very far for when the
the ballot boxes, the'
imnt reached
county clerk, acting on the advice of
the district attorney, refused to de-- 1
liver them to the court, thus stopping
It is understood that
the hearing.
steps may be taken to force the clerk
to allow these ballot boxes to be
opened under proper precautions in
.oiler that the evidence alleged to be
contained therein may become available,
The other attorney, Mr. WiHcrson
returned from Helen, where the Valencia county testimony has been and
is still being taken. Attorneys Summers Burkhart smi E. V. Chavea appeared there for the democrats. The
contestants base much of their rase
against lite showing they claim they
will be able to maké in Valencia
county. Much has been said of Irregularities there and one democratic
newspaper has to'il a story of the 1
ting of Ule people of one precinct in
alphabetical order. Whether this will
be produced in the Valencia county
evidence, remains to be seen. The
r,
charge made by this democratic
tile Santa W Eagle, Is Interest- j u
ít. It is as follows:
One of the most peculiar tilings that
happened at the late elections, and
Which rather takes the palm away
from Tajique precinct in Torrancssl
county, happened down in Valencia
county where they believe in in to l.
that is to say lti republicans to one
democrat. The ratio used to be higher,
only two years ago it was 300 to 1.
but the county hus a brick school
school house now and Is otherwise

It
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Headache.

ROTARY WASHING. MACHINES
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Jobbing a Specialty

SÍTíS

Albuqerque.

I

WILLIAMS DRUG CO
Blue Front - 117 W. Railroad

North 12th St.

611

one-side-

the New Phone

Whenevei' you want your Prescriptions filled promptly and
accurately or if you want DRUGS and MEDICINES sent up
to your house in a huriy.

e

v--

N. M.

IIIII'kiBIIIlflllL

STEAM, HOT WATER OK HOT AUJ
UBATJNti
retpilres
experienced
skilled and
workmen to eJUier Install a pew iilnnt
or repair those '.Ireatjy in ubo. flRN
fore, when this kind of work Is to b
done don't monkey with inexperience
In any shape, but get the bes, wjhlch
is affrays the ehViift.
Ton WuTew
no risk hy employing us, whiwe refutation for new work or repairing ii

ALBUQUERQUE
FOUNDRY
AND MACHINE WORKS.
H. P. HALL. Proprietor
Irou and Tiras

Castings,

en

Ore,

Coal.

fillip

Lumber Cars, I 'u Hoys. Grate
Bars. Babbitt Meta!. Columns
and Iron Fronts tor Buildings, Repairs on Mining end
Mlliln- - Machinery
In Our Specialty
VOOJTMIY

Rsst Ride Rsllroad Track. Aihauaerqne

unassailable.

Standard Plumbing and
Heating Company.
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Tools
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I

,

jnd Carpenters'

Steel Ranges and Cooking Stoves
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Between R. R. and Copper Aves.

North First Street

Shelf Jiardware
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he will be able
San Juan Lucero, the,
claims he was robbed,
the prosecuting witness.
very strong circutnstan- has been formed against

strange. doctor." com
plained a woman
patient recently
Play,
"that when I have had a perfectly
good sleep I should
often wake up
with B headache."
Charles R Hanford. who appears
"How many pillo
lo you have
here tonight In Rika' theater as "Marc under your head .'" tiki i the physl- Antony." In "Julius Caesar," urrived eian.
In the city yesterday w ith Mrs. Hun-- j
"(ue thin pillow," w.,-- I the all- ford and Is stopping at the Alvarado. swer,
registering from Philadelphia.
"Try two fa y thick ones." the
Mr. Hanford is an' enthusiastic dedoctor advised,
adding that many
votee and admirer of the Bard, of congestive head a, his w, re caused fiy
Avon, having spent twenty-thre- e
out persons sleeping with their he. els too
yeurs oí his Stage low. The blood settles in the heal
of the twenty-liv- e
II,
career in .Shakespearean
roles.
land the sufferoj wakes with a dull
interestlnglv
most
'talks
of the Ameri-- I feeling
throbbing pain Persons
can drama as It Is today. When asked subject or
to Catarrhal headache should
las to his opinion of the trend of the he careful
to hue their heads high
drama, musical comedy and problem
at nigh:,
Mother Jones, Organizer of the plays and the rest. Mr. Hanford said: snough
of
cases
In
headache or facial neu"I'm afraid I'm too biased to give ralgia
where mustard would bt 1".
United Mine Workers and a an unbiased opinion.
"I have been on the stage for twen- - haps too severe, a mllturs of white
and In all the time have of elíK and red pepper in i.v be sal v
Prominent Figure in Colorado spent years
hut two years outside of used. It will he found ,iiit, ,is gf.
rOlee, and those two fective as the mustard, bat it will nil
Labor War, to Be Here Soon,
as wasted. Ol course, blister or leave unsightly red blotches
Ii can safely
a man will easily fall Into a rut. get to! even on a tender skin.
d
seeing things
and all that. be applied at the base of the brain for
Jones," Hip woman organ
Moth
and that's the reason
tried other that "headache In the hack of the
w as never Satisfied, There's1
izer f the United Mine Workers, who rol
'"' complained
neck" which begins
but
ShaUeapearean
that
about
work that of at about the lime when Ihe'stoim
won much notoriety and an arrest
drives an actor to better and stress Of ihe holidays have exluring the late labor war In Colorado continually
effort, for he feels thai his best work' hausted the nervous energy,
by her wi.rk among the striking mln- - doesn't fully bring out the great draera, will deliver an address in Albu
matist's characters as thev should be
D. Eakln. Pres.
Chas. Mellnl, See
querque Thursday night next, when given.
O. HacbeehJ Treat
Gloml. "V. P.
"All actor is never satisfied ltnti" he
he will appear in Colombo hall at s has played Shakespeare, and he is
o'clock In the cenl-ngMother Jones never satisfied that his best effort has
is one of the few successful women done justice to the subject."
"Hut, Mr, Hanford." it was sug- labor union organizers.
During th, Rested, "the majority
pie who Successors to Mellnl S Eakln uni
of
mine workers' strike in Colorado she form audiences are there primarily lo
Baehechl & iiiomi
took an active part in maintaining
Unused, and does Shakespeare
WHO'.ttSAI.rc DEAI.KR9 IN
Othe organization and In encouraging amuse is it what they want
the miners to maintain the strike, she ficiarse, it's the thine for she student WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
was arrested and confined by the sol- land (hose who are honesth or affect- diery during several weeks of tin , dly natrons of art. but do the general Whandle everything In our line.
want Shakespeare?"
strike. The public is invited to tin theater-goer- s
Write for Illustrated Catalogue and
,
your-ligure
can
vnu
out tor
"Thai
lecture here.
price hist, tssred co dealers only.
self. Managers are. above all else.
BOTH IMION'ftS
1, ashless men. and they give the DOOIAPS AND MEXICANS
t'Olt.V'II 1ST ST.. anil tOI'l'Mi.
nle what lliey want, because It Is bus- tineas. Koi,,w thai Wen with the num- CLASH AT WILLIAMS her of successful Shakespearean
re-- ;
WIR FRENCH FINIALE
viváis chronicled during the past two
pebyears and you will see that the
ii
There has been frequent necessity pie are wanting Shakespeare, And
in the past few yenn
A Srt, CgviN tUrnr fur
to chronicle why Shouldn't they? Is there any Held
MFVFB HMO'.VII T1 FAIL.
tl Si
news of trouble between .Mexican and of dramatic writing he has no) fully
MoiMV l! 'fuiiie.l.
irinitd
fWion CuWViUixl
Japanese laborers in northern Arizona. covered, and are not the successful
m4 ilion m triante N ftld fur
f rll.lit) wr tor
nut
ur ,ir aglHI a
wta"U rt'llcT!. Sru,i
The two races appear to have Institu
dramatists to a great extent working
I..TL'
RM
tive hatred of each other and clash over his themes" There are nono of
showing siirns of reform, Including an whenever
MEDICAL CO BOX 4, LANC.9TCA. P
UNITED
they meet in considerable his plots, barring ,,f cause, his Hlstor- -'
increased democratic vote.
numbers,
Though the Jap has a high ical works, which cou-- not be bodOne of the precincts has not re high reputation for personal prowess ily redone with modern speech, scenes Sold in Albuquerque by fhe I. H. O'Reilly Co.
formed. That Is precinct No. 23 and and the Mexican is generally esteemed and costumes, and be entertalnimt.
la known as Hibo precinct, Tt appears an inoffensive sort of individual, it Is
is of
"in tragedy. Shakespeare
from the returns that there were r,9
remarkable fact that in every battle course, the master piny wrlaht ol tune. RESULTS!
RESULTS!
untan cast In that precinct, and that between Ja.,s and Miyiciins. lie hit-- i In "The t'oinedv of Krrors"
and
there were ",!l votes counted for An- ller hate triumphed, even thoujih "TSDllbg of Ihe BhreJV," he has dose
Larrazolo got nothing and fewer in numbers. The latest episode far better lh:m Ibe t ,,r Ade have
drews.
there were no tallies in the book to of this kind happened during
In "Much Ado
the weeet even asnired to do.
show that any votes had been counted. at Williams, where the Saginaw
About Nothldg," ha has dune the tupe
So far this precinct Is on a par with Manistee Lumber company broughtand
i" of society drama which Filch Is known'
Tajique. in Torrance county. It will
Nights
gaiij; ol thirty Japs for lough work for, and In
Midsummer
be remembered in passing that Tajique in cleaning up the lumber
say
Dream," we've the progenitor of muyards,
was once In Valencia county and had
dispatch
extravaganza,
Los
comedy,
to
an
Times,
Angeles
minus
sical
the
had the benefit of a schooling in Va- Though the officials of the lumber of course, the topical SOhg, but Hey- lencia methods, but Tajique never got company made It plain that the
e
ri Un less a prototype of the thousand
so far as precinct No. 23 in Valencia
were employed only on B temand one things in thai "no which
county- Tin te the voters were accomporary
job,
deluge
the stage today.
yard
Ihe
balance
of
the
modating enough to present them- workmen, nearly all of them Mexifind
"I am not sorry to sav that
MORNING JOURNAL
selves in alphabetical order to vote at cans, promptly struck, necessitating no parallel in Shakespeare's writings,
the late election. The poll book com- the closing down of th- - Immense for the problem play,
opposed
am
WANT ADS
mences with the A's and runs down plant.. It was explained that there was to the treatment of social problems
through the alphabet like the names no objection to the wages received or in the drama because no good can he
in a directory.
given the employes accomplished.
Dramatists gly no so- lo the
It is not to he supposed for an in- but not treatment
a Mexican could bo induced lutlon, throw no light on th, matter,
off
copied
stant that these names were
to accept employment where he had to and no new knowledge and end py
the registration list and voted by work hesid
of the little yellow only creating a morWd curiosity In the
proxy. Perish the thought! The only men. The mill ismanagement
subject. Those who are familiar with
explanation is that 59 voters of that the situation, discharging theaccepted
Japs. a diseased social condition, are faniil-- !
precinct gathered at the polls and und the next
lar with the effect! of that malady
tinsaws
were
then, after having arranged them- running again mornins
and all was serene, nl - 'and they learn nothing of profit bit
selves In alphabetical order, proceeded though the yard Is badly In need of seeing it. Ofe need not live the life
to cast their ballots )n order that the a cleaning un. The Japanese still nre ol the social outcast to know that
poll books might show the names in Wlllianis, hoping for
job on tie- there Is such In life, little but misery,
nicely arranged in alphabetical order. grade of the Santa Ke.
and If by chance there are among RESULTS!
RESULTS!
The system should be adopted more
who1
erj beM tf Kansas Rltf Beef those who see suetl drama, or congenerally.
The arrangement of the mlI'lie
previously
nothing
of the
knew
mutton
Kmil Klelnuort's. 112
poll book in alphabetical order Is Vorth Third atstreet.
ilillnii depicted, in that one Is aroused
d
much better than the old
Is regret-- '
an
which
unhealthy
Interest
manner of putting the names in just at
table,
RKCEIVEB'S SALE.
happens. Blbo precinct Is undoubtedly
year
a
a
case
or two
"I
remember
entitled to the blue ribbon this year.
ago. I had attended a plav given un- Public Auction,
jder the title, "The Absinthe Drinker."l
-Wednesday. Feb, 13, ai new
the author asked me what I
building.
Furniture, store fix- and
It
thought
of the production. 'I think
tures, etc. s'ee adv. later for deIS a bad tiling,' I answered
'because
scription of Roods.
are
amone those who, seeing
there
s
KNIGHT,
II.
the absinthe drinker In all his oyons
if
Receiver,
observing such brilliant
delirium.
a.
brain pictures and experiencing new
I, Holmes
SJierlo,
abnormal sensations, many who,
Crcsion Clarke Pleases Large Audience
Cou!dn:t nna tne one man to this and
previous knowledge of
clever t'jwn
Crestón f'larke and a very Mesen-gerwho wants that saddle or driv- having no
"
Ragged
will he seized with a curiosity
company played "The
ing horse of yours as snrelv and as
to a very large audience In Elks ihlcklv as a For Sale ad can do; ani lo try for themselves this new tiling.'
Is i
"So.
herleck's fee would be lurger
think. It Is with girls and
theater Saturday night. The play
young women and the heroines of,
pretlv one and the star Is at m is nesi
opof
checkered career. Such characters are
in the role which gives plenty
hoi rayed with a glamour and ro-- j
portunity for his particular line of
manee which K entirely a figment of
's
The supporting company
art,
strong
the writer's brain, but the matinee
good and the play In its class, a
devotee does not realise that. There
one with a pleasant although not sur- Is In every human brain a desire for
prising linale.
excitement, the unloue. the different.
and because the lives of most nrop-eil- y
New El Paso Theater,
young
reared and conditioned
The formal opening of the new El
woman are so nearly n'lke. there Is
Every Day in the Year
Street
"Texas
the
Puso theater.
danger in the appeal to the garish life
QranfjL
will take place on Februan
or her less pro
of the Courtesan
ür.lh. when Cyril Scott In ' the Prince,
nounced prototype in ihe society
Chap." will be the attraction. Mana-drama.
ger Frank Drake Is leaving nothing
"Hut ihe ehitrch can do much In
undone to make the new playhouse
the church
this Mne.
Whenevei
popular and as a means to the end an
tell the people what
Just
ceases
to condemn the stare Indis
informal smoker and house warming
conyet
positively
elimínatele,
and
sell,
you have to
lor men only will be given on Monday
demns thai Which Is morbid, and uneveping.
The entertainment at that
wholesome, and commends thai which
time will be by members of Ihe Frank
Tell them In a clear,
Is pore and good and unliftlntT. then
l'itke stock company.
we
shall see better things on the
forcible, enthusiastic manstage. Managers are not '.a blame, for
The Hanford Julius Caesar.
hey cannot be expected to lost money
ner through the columns
The production of "Julius Caesar"1
forcing on peoflle what th, people do
by Charles B, Hanford in Klks' theater;
of The Morning Journal.
can sav this for them,
not want, and
Monday night must Inevitably awaken
ihat i never ' new a manager, from
memories which are cherished with
lln
eatcsl and best down lo tho
Give them a few facts
reverent Interest by every student on
keeper of the lowest variety hail, who
the American stage. When Booth
and
prices
morning,
each
rather give his audience good
wouldn't
partand Barrett formed their famous
things than had. If the audience would
nership and produced "Julius Caesar"
and
it,
before
know
you
only pav as well for the good as they
on a scale of magnificence which asdo for the liad."
you will have the busiest
tonished both the theatrical profession and the public, there was some
store in the community.
Curiosity as to who would play the
v
pott of "Marc Anthony." It was
FAILS
decided that Mr. Harretl would'
Thousands of progressplgy "Brutus" and that Mr. .Hnrrett dodlsive
business
men
are
would play "CaaSlttS." These two
llngulshed players were prompt In fixing it in all parts of the
ing on Charles I!. Hanford for tho
OF
other prominent role. It was a bril-he
country, They are making
liant part for the young actor und
embraedfj it with hellttlng artistic en
their business fairly leap
thuslnsm. It is a somewhat remnrka-bl- e
to the front,
fact that It was a yei lormance In
broad farce that paved the way for Mr.
a
tragedian.
appearance
as
Hanford's
You can do the same.
When Hobson and Crane were play-ing the ''Comedy of Errors," Hanford
You should advertise in
was engaged In the supporting comDespany with the part "Aegeon."
The Morning Journal, as ;t
Cliirf of Pollcp .VirMillin return)!
pite Its merry surroundings there Is a
at noon yoftiriliiy frusn s hurtl trfff f
goes to the people when
strain of pathos and dlgnltv In this
character which Mr. Hanford brought
thrnuKli llio Sandia mountains In
their minds are fresh and
out that attracted the notice of Lawsssreh of Antlm.i Pettlne, tho miinler- rence BstTOtt and led to the subseeasily impressed,
tr of H.'iH'ilcii,, licarillnWIl, who Is
quent distinguished association which
sllll Bt liberty, ami with tho ChíinruK
veil the wui' for the can er nan- I
of Ills canture hiiiwIiis
enjoyed. Mr. Barrett
"U Willi
fun
j

and
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is believed,

furnfeh.

to

1907

RAABE & MAUGER

i

SHAKESPEARE

11.

FEBRUARY

earh day. The trip to the Sandias
had no other result than tiKturn that
officer's fate a beautiful red. fron
wind and sunshine. The clue which;
blind one
Ailed for the trip proved
It is now belteMd that the murderer
Is In hiding close to Albuquerque, and j
a waiting campaign will he started In
the hopes ,,f driving him out from
ewer.
MMc Held lor t.rand .lur.
c. Mis ,. the Italian stone cutter
who was arrested
Friday, charted
with robbing an Indian of a considerable sum of money, w as bun,l bver
to the grand jury Saturday after-Boo- n
after a hearing before Police
Judge Craig, under bond of $Sim.

occupied a box and the effect produced by Mr Hunford's work ws
noted by one of the Chicago critics ACTOR
as follows: "Even Aegeon. a very
minor part, was presented by Charles
H. Hanfnrd in such a manner as to
thrill Laurence Rariett and evoke his
unbounded applause " After that Mr.
Hanford played with Hooth and Rar-ret- t.
and Hooth and Modjeska and
other distinguished stars of that day.
Hut his loyalty to the play In which
he liist won signal success never wavered and when Iawrnce Barrett
died Mr. Hanford purchased from the
estate the entire Julius Caesar production. This he used In his initial starring tour. The nooth-Barreproduction Is of course a thing of the HANFORD THINKS ROLES
past, yet It serves as a basis upon
which Is constructed the elaborate
CALL FOR ONE'S BEST
modern scenic revival which Mr. Hani
ford will present at the Elks- theater.
The company
will again Include
Miss Marie Drofnah. who will have the Believes Two Years Spent fti
role of "Portia" and the remainder of
the cast has been selected with the
Other Work Wasted-Fin- ds
care which is always In evidence when
these players appear.
No Paralel for the Problem!

CONTEST

MONDAY,

EUREKA PAINT

Auto. Phone 171
Colo. Phone, R 284.
412 West Railroad Ave.. Alhuquertiu

FOR. ROOFS
heat and cold; It will
not run, crack, or blister; It will harden
Under water, after once set A rain
corning :i fresh paint will pot, wash It. r
s
There is No Acid In !t
I
Is l.nnervloo.s tu

G6e

s
e

4

- r'urtt and Glass

StvsK and Doors-

e

Materials

Contrtctors'

tho gallon, or contract:; will be
laken "or painting roofs. Address e
BORRADAILE & CO.

J

LUMBER COMPANY

lvIO

To Rust Tin

0

4.ee.a4e4444a4eee-faS-

.

Sold by

ii

Cold

MIioiiuit me V.

vi'

TH1R.D (0

tiARQVETTE

eeeeeneee-

..4..4..4.. .e4.eeei.e

l

e

Both Phones

-

I

I

F. H. MITCHELL

I

JOURNAL
WANT ADS

MORIIMG

CITY SCAVENGER
Off!

Colo. Phone

RESULTS!

RESULTS!

Cor. Second and Coal

RESULTS!

RESULTS!
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50 Percent. Saved in
Labor and 25 Percent,
in Material

Jan-anes-

1

i

contractors and house
builders if they buy their sash,
doors and finish material from
us. Call at our mill or write us
and we will convince you.
by

p.

f.

Box 17:.
Auto. I'lionc ion
RELIABLE! assays,
METAIXTJ IIGICA L TESTS, ETC.
W.

JllNKS.

'609 W. Fruit Ave., or at F. II. Kent's
" So. Third St reel.
iffii
I

Iridies' anil Oent'S Suits ( leaned
and Pressed. Dyeing a specialty. All1
work given prompt attention,

PROCURED ANO DEFENDED. WWImixtal,
,,r.l,,.l,,.
m'hivIi uinl fr.'.' iM.rt.
n, kilvit-c- lit.,, to iiiitaii, lul' iil.. tout mallei.
OSrWS SfcV, in ALL COUNTRIES.
amMUéU tltrrrl villi II S4MSCS tOVM tints,
SSMSrS mi' rill n th,aimt.
Patenllaild Infringement Practice Exclusively.
Wriui or ntlnii U in nt
B!3 Ninth Strut, opp. United SUtet Patent Oflca,
WASHINGTON, D. C.
di'Msinif

I

E. H. HEINDON

THE SUPERIOR LUMBER AND

MILL

PLANING
501-50-

West Silver, opposite Imperial

Laundry.

9

SOUTH

COMPANY

So. First St.
VIADUCT.

op

'

hap-haz-

20
Percent

Uay-nol.l-

20
Percent
Discount
--

J Discount

'

1

:
:

I

ADVERTISE

This Great

SALE

SEMI-ANNU- AL

x

Closes Saturday Night,
February 9, at 10 o'Clock

i

I

20 Per Cent Discount
On All

Imnie-iliatel-

10

TRACE

GET

'V'.- -

and

Cassimere

Suits

HY

THE

MURDERER

Fancy Worsted

4

E. L. Washburn Co

20
Percent

20 Percent

Discount

Discount

-
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President.

linel and Mr. J. O. Albrlat of occasion.
In city,
now figures in the eastern
Mi
pern In the Hit of opera sinner of
HEALTHY PL W I S
tlonal reputation, and well gp in'
ird the head of the claw.
l"he Eeulrv the Mi l I' f il Attention as
Till: MORMVO JOCRNM, IS THE UIAMNO RKPPBLICAN PAPER
,1 V.JI
Well as (
txhington Star of the 3d had a love-fu- ll
OP NRW MEXICO. SIPPORTIM. III! PRINCIPLES OP THE REPUBDid you .'V - e
to
her.
picture
true
length
of
rosebush which
LICA
PARTY AM, THE TTME AMI THE METHODS OF THE REPUBdcxplte the mo
8, and recognisable
at sight by any
LICAN PARTY WHEN THEY ARE RICHT.
p
Int ever saw her. In Itx rev'. w ronment of soll--- o
m
the rich treat in ature for the mu- - atmosphere
la
accorded fr loving t pie of the iiMtiunil rap a healthy irrovtth.
"Tho Morning Journal lian a liiglier rlrrulallou rating than
A ton of iii.inure will not helo a
to any other paper In Albuquerque or any ottier dully in New Mexico -- nu- Ital during the coming week, the Hiar plant
that has a (flanker eating out Its
to lie presented
eiititneratea the
Ainrrlcan Xrwajmpcr lUreclurr
and says: Noted singers will he heiird r.i
You matt destroy the cause before:
In the east of each opera ilurlBit the
n om the effect.
In New Mexico. Tfe only paper week.
tlinn any other
Monday evening- Miss Claude yon cn
Irirer circuí itlon every
You
Madcannot cure Dandruff nnl
d
wIth
who
man
Albright,
In
all'
In New Mexico kncd
the. jour.
day
ame Kirie by Ltfhh in the rol1 of Kun- - BaJdBass by rubbing in vaseline, etc.
You must look to the cause of th
dry In galft'i production of "PhrBi- germ at the ron'.s of
TERMS OF BUBSCRtTTtOlfl
fal. will make her first appearance trouble its
no a caurc.s 11 to ran mu.
in ibis city In Ibc role ot Carmen. 1 yon r nan
AO
Dally, by mail, one year In advance
Newhro's Rfrplclde destroys
the
In which she appeared last spring in!
Daily, by carrier, one month.'.
MISS .MOl'ipil! I
in in uic sure mi" iiiiion
liilKtoil Willi success.
s';'-'.SO, will aim !
. .
..
Dally, by mail, one month
heard as Madnlena In
'
Sold by le idhig .lrticglsts. ScnillOin 'II Tro - '
lo' end
Til
1" alampa for sample to The Herpiclde
And then follows a list of CONEW MEXICO alore.'
ALnUQlTERQUB
- Detroit, Ifwh. To alies, Sec and
olher ulngrrs of national reputation ! l.Mi.
. H. lliiga & Co.,
special
Who will also be heard dining tinagenta.
I
MOMIW MdllMNO.
lilltr I!Y 1!. 107.
week.
The fact that Miss Albright
has wfiii a place among those a; the!
asaar
PlBa
irairawTmTMKI
r.
o those who are acquainted srlth hr.
tered a second-cla- a
let of conffrcn of

matter at the posiofflce at Albuquerque.
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0
magnl
hi eharmlng face, her b autiful forní
and her perfect command of herself,

with her

"

ii'

'

I

ol

t4
neve or.
real surprise,
and is able to

Hie 101 Willi"!

Will

n

v

H

A WAY out of the
I'd What he calls

AND TABLE COVERS.
In order to clost out our entire line
of Ijice Curtains to make roc at Tor
our large new spring stock, we have
marked everything down about one-haregular price, and some b low
half. We have a few rare bnrgalns.
Come early and get your pick. ,
lf

$28.00.

room,

frame, Cromwell
atenué,
$8.00.
Cold ave- rooms. ThtiM street a'
nue, $14.00.
i
Fourth
rooms furnished,

3
1!

4

street,

J. D. EMMONS

'

$17.00.

THE FURNITURE MAN.

CORNER COAL AND SECOND ST.
rooms. Load are., $10. CO.
Weal
il A'iailuet.
rooms, frame. South Edlthytnod- rn, $22.50.
4 rooms, frame, .Jwtvrth Arno, $12.00.
t rooms, frame.' Load ave.. $20.00.
THE "SHORT LINE"
POR NILE
houM,souih Walter si., To the Mining Camps of Colof
F
furnished: aJso honfcc and buggy.
FIRE INSURANCE!
frame house with stable, etc., rado, Utah and Nevada; to
RKAI i ESTATE
81S00.00.
1XANS
frame house, South Broad- Denver, Colorado Springs
451
Automatic
Phone
way, $2.000.
One lot on Railroad avenue, business Pueblo, is by may of Santa Fe, ROOM 10 It. T. ARMItIO BBTtDINQ
lot.
house, moJerOi South Edith New Mexico, and the
DR.
St., $2.fiO0.CO.
house, modern, fjc.uth Edith
DENTIST
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
St, $2,$00.00.
Am
- room house, modern. North Second
St., $2.200.00.
RAILROAD
- rocm house, modern, North Fifth
St, $2,000.00.
flood business lota. Gold ivenue.
Through the fertile San Luis
flood lot. Silver avenue
houna. Lead Ay 1.. $l.36U.Ofl.
house. South Edith ft mod Valley; also to the San Juan ROOMS 15 AND IB, ORAM' RLOCIt.
Automat ic Hi.
ern; fino tooaf.on: taces casi,
Country of Colorado.
Colorado, Red 151.
6.1x142 ft. $2,200.
house. South Edith street.
I'or iiiformiition lis tt rales, irnlu
n
modirn, near in ; line
service, descriptive literal arc, address
S
5

'

!
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.

B. M. WILLIAMS
filL

j

L. B.

S. K. HOOPER,
General Passenger n:id Ticket Agent,
COIjO.
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enc-hn-

Apiit
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of the Many Hij gains we
Have Msted.
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s,,

it
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Tion-rtlden-
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gilt-edge- d,
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CALL

r

a number o.
history,
people were present.

Correctly Stated

Albuquerque

&

l'repa rations have been made for
a I celebrating "Flag day." the birthday
e
of Abraham I.incoin, February
vide i for tmmadiat ei .t ion f Ail trlct next Tuesday, all over the county, it
ll
Ihe drat time that preparations have
, the
limb
Record WOUld bl icady
P1
mane lor raising ine Am.
ever
.,
appointive ,,..,
on the bind wagon. I tut Its sole purpose is to lak
0Ver the public school bouses
power away from he governor tint II t he st il ute of llmital Ions run:-- , against ,f t In- county.
4
Hv- prosecution of election
frauds and other climes. "Tin- proposition to
Mrs. Nelll B, Field, who hail been
pi i. e the appointive power for two years In the Territorial Council was ill Santa Fe for some time, returned
Itui die bill will not to the city by the noon train Saturday,
merely the ofr.-- of a bribe to the upper house for voles
bv Mrs. A iff. Reivers.
.'.eeoniitoTiieil
i.., Hon.
i.,1
go through without the Cam. roil amendment providing f
who will be a guest ai the Field resifew days.
dence for the
Itosw ll Record.
p
In the foregoing paragraph ou
Mrs. .win it.
who has bean
on the district attorney matter, exac
If the ili really put the cl
re- Ui Saul. i Fe for the
oast v.ei-klui'iled home yesterday morning. Mr:
people, or intended to do
district attorneys Into the hands of
Field brought With
Mrs. A. M.
should favor it, because we believe that government should be brought S3 Bergs re, who win be her
a raesi at Ihe
near to the people as possible, but the bill in question does not aim to do Field home for a few days,
.'.lyttiim? of the sort. On the contrary, its purpose was to take the appointMr. A. J. Malay, n.islsled bv Mrs.
ing power out of the hands of the governor, and keep It out of the hands M. fjatlin, Mrs. J, A. Reldy and Mrs.
pari y
uf the people, until ll few gentlemen who have been removed for general i). a. Maepncrson, gave a earn
Friday evening in St. Mary n nail, mi- Incompetency can have a' chames to got back Into office, by "working'' the Her
ine auspices oi tin' i nmune
council, hut the authors of the
heme appear to have found out that the ilics Alii society.
a
council Is not to be "worked" s,, easily, and tin- prospect is now that the
Mr:-J. A. Httbba l. rt during (he
thing Will be tuiio.l down In Hie upper linuc.
week for I'll PSSO, whence nhe will
",

I

i

i

-

-

The guosl a.

fell In need of.

and,

led

threatened and cajoled for fifteen minutes, it ltd then tried b's ham! on the

dining loom girl with equally pool
success. He cane down from live did-- j
tars to iventv-fiv- e
cents nn.l tlnallyj
Inquired In dee? disgust if the stock
was good for the price of his meat.
Tin- proprietor looked mournful and
shook his head.
he,
Then
The promoter swore.
i
planked down a uuarter nnd
stalked
"
.
out.
j

.

Fi.-i.i-

,

li

i

Notice of Dissolution,
Albuquerque, N. M !".'b."V, 1!I07.
Notlco is hereby given that the copartnership composed of Karl K.
doing
Moou and N. I. Kimmcrer,
business under Ihe fiim name of Kar!
K. Moon &.Co., has Ihls day been .lis- . ,.,.,.,, by mutual consent. All nc- counts payable to the firm will be
by N. L, Keiiimerer, who
responsible for any liabilities,
and will settle the same.
The business heretofore conducted
by the said firm, known as the Moon
Studio, will hereafter Be In charge of
;
showeii,
who ,han succeeded
K. Moon in the liu.sinesK.
al
KARL K. MOON.
f , i.
N. I, KEMMKRKR.

THERE are peome readlna our For
He.it column todav who would mage
go to New Orleans. St. Louis, Chicago 8e3tr.abl
tenants for that vacant house
to visll friends in Michigan. She
voiir
Thre will he tomorrow
government own B beautiful building site ah Alhu-.vi- i and
THE Unit d Slj
toq: and there" is time enough for you
will he away for neve ral weeks.
get
to
your
In that column tomor- ad
s
ye
congress
ago
n
appropri
one
ited
hundred
tiur. ami
Mr. and Mrs. W. P, Metafctl. UJM row. It should have been In todav.
thousand dollars for the purpose of putting up a public building on It. But so
I
'i
Rail road avenue, entertained a',
far as we are able to lent, the hlMory of the affair stops there. Meanwhile supper Bunds) evening In honor of
uesis( Dr. hnd Mrs. iiich-i- i
house
their
l
he government H paying a high rental for quarters that do not give
,1 p. i.und, of Bernalillo.
oftlce more than halt as much room as It needs, the federal courts are
Mr. nnd Mrs, Clark M. Cgrr, 600
while
conducted nt a disadvantage for want of proper accommodations,
North Fourth street, (rara host and
" Bnnday, in lienthe marshal, the commissioner, and the .various other representatives of the hostess ai dinner
general government are left to" hustle" for such quarters as Ihey may be or of their Sixteenth wedding annl- nblr to Hnd. What has become of our public building? Any friend al
will confer a favor which
Washington who can gel it out of Ihe pigeon-hol- e
The bulles of St. John's dulld will
give a n il
ine nome o i Mrs, j. i j i
the people of the chief clly of the territory will properly appreciate.
McLaughlin,
IHU Wi'st
! i
.. ..
..
..... Manmettei'
I ll nu. a ill '.I
il uAMi.a
Mil - .A
4l
'lilt'.6. ti....,l
The inint nimoodzcl.
d
of Ihe lime of the session has thus far elapsed, nnd lhe until
ONLY
so I!, in:' nnd IICkllOH llBlv V
sect territorial house or representatives has already won a bigger repit- Miss Conslavct Abb,, it nnd her
mcml KINU CACTUS
hora F.il a id
have re
OIL never Itftvct tcur.
hi for littleness than was ever gained by anv other bouse. In the history guest, Ml.-lumed from ii n outing of two weeks'
duration on Hie I'pper I'ecos.
,

i

th.-pits-

II

i

Heals

Without
A

.

I

I

Scar.

i

one-thir-

vv

s

of combustibles llecbiies tha
f stored In Jersey City to blow Ihe whole pi..,,
leave nothing but a hoi, In the ground.

t

York Inspector

off ihe face o(

thimble party,

É
One of the most elaborate and
social functions of the seaill winter th.
tus far. In
son was the party Riven by Mesdamcs.
Ham e.l In
east or w
B.
and 11. T. Putne;-- , nt the resiI.
dence of Ihe former on West Copper
av.niie, on Saturday afternoon, at
which nenrly n hundred guests were
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MONEY TO LOAN.
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they are made on stylish
lasts. They fit the foot
properly from the beginning, without the painful
process of breaking thorn '
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ankle,
close under the
arch of the instep, comfortable across the toes.,
with no surplus, leather
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Patent Kid,

Vici Kid.

Box Calf,

Velour Calf.

Joshua

S.

,

. .

.l ,000,090.00
i

uo.000.00

Reynolds.

Vice Presidents Sol. Lunn, Albuquerque, N. M.; 0. P. álnsworth,
Phoenix, Arfe., R. J. Pulen, Santa FetN. M.
Secretary and General Manager J. II. O'Rtclly.
Treasurer Prank McKee.
Attorney
A. It. McMIUen.
Medical Dlrwtor Dr. J. H. Wroth.
Executive Committee M. V.
A. B. McMillen, Sol. Luna,
J. U. O'RIclly, Joiditu S. Raynolda.

Special Inducements to Good Hen to Act as Agents

PHE WORLD IS FULL OF ODD AND CURIOUS

people, so there may still be those who have
not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.

m. BERGER
Wholesale Plour and Feed

DEALER

Empress, "Meses Rest," "(?o!d Sesl,"
"Bianco," "North Btar" and "Mountain Rose" Flour at wholeeale.
Kansas and Native Hay, Alfalfa,
OatM, Barley, Corn. Corn Chop, Wheat.
While anil Red I'ra K
Rix Btoi-- und Poultry FqoG.
Manhattan Stf k and Poultry ifood.
Crushud
Oys.er Shells, Chlo.ken
lions, iiecf Scraps, Native Salt
other Otoek and Poultry Pood.

ad

Auto. Phone 626.

IN W.

Copper Ave

THE ALBUQUERQUE

ADVOCATES

HOME

BUYING AS

before which they will perform, is
proving too enticing to many cowboys
who are seeking to go east with Lon
Seeley's outfit. The latter was asked
this morning if he had given his bunch
a nana .vet.
"Several of the boys aro la favor of

calling

the 'Blackjack Gang from
Arlsona." he replied, with a laugh.
"I
am
trying
to get four Mexican
A BOOST
cowboys and four Mexican girls who
ride well to go along with us, I think
1
can pick up the required number
down at Chihuahua. I would take a
gang of Yaqul Indians If 1 could get
Albuquerque
Business Man thf m and manage them all right.
They would make a strong drawing
Finds Good Suggestion for card, because their appearance alone
would arouse much Interest."
Mr. Seeley said that he had been
Reaching the Fifty Thous- trying
to get the negro cowpuncher
who throws a steer with his teeth, to
and Mark Quick
show in Douglas but that he had not
hnd a reply to his letter thus far.
The negro was formerly with the
Morning
Editor
Journal. Sir: '101 outfit." Seeley's own speciality is
Apropos of the "Boosters' " club re- jumping from his horse on a steer's
cently organlie1, the Inclosed clipping back and throwing him by his horns.
t,
from the
of 8t.
Louis, might be of value to us. Jf
every resident of our city both men
and women would act on the
therein entertained one million
for New Mexico and fifty thousand
for Albuquerque
would soon be a
fact. Yours
ns

The clipping referred to by Mr.
follows:
It Is extremely gratifying to
foremost In the endeavor to make S
Louis a city of a million to n t the
great Interest being manifesté 1 liv
St. Louis women in the work. The
response to tlie suggestion of Mr
Annie L. Y. Orff for loyal women 'o
use home products only, so far as It
Is possible to do so and thus assist
the men in their cherished ambltl.-mhas been most hearty and liberal. Not
only are women as Individuals taklu?
up this matter, but several associations and clubs of women have interested! themselves and sent to Mrs.
Orff for Information regarding the
plans for the "Ladles' Auxiliary to the
Million Club of St. Louis."
This Is a long step In the rlarht
for while we know that e::r
woman can do a great deal finely
very much more can be accomp Ished
by women collectively.
In. torminal
this groat clnb of women into the
"Ladles' Auxiliary to the Mllllo.i ::liia
Of St. Louis" only one thing Is r'
quired and that is for every St. Louis
woman to use "made-ln-S- t.
Louis"
irooda whenever It is possible to do
si. The members will be expected 10
not only be of St. Louis hut for St.
Louis first last and all the time.
Women In every part of St. LmK
who have declared their Intention of
using only "made-ln-S- t.
Louis" goods,
have found many unexpected oDsa-cle- s
In their pathway when sending
or asking for home wares, and especially has this been true In fooil

products.
It is astonishing to leain of grocers,
men who are capable of making theli
living getting rich, some of them
right here In St. Louis, from customers, all St. Louisans. who spend their
money freely with these grocers, who
absolutely refuse to keen on hand
many St. Louis-mad- e
commodities.
When asked the reason of this, we
have been told that the women seem
to prefer an article made In New York
or Honolulu, or some place other than
their own town, being under the impression that it is better.

Hie

Veriest Nonsense.
Now, this is all nonsense, and even
If it were true in former years. It certainly is not the case at present.
Women are far to sensible and clear
sighted for that, and It Is only reas
onable to suppose
that they would
much prefer to purchase merchandise
the making of which gives, employment to their fathers, husbands,
brothers and sons.
When a woman goes to a store to
buy groceries and does net "r.i the
brand she asks for, she Is always of
I'ered "something Just as good," but
the loyal St. Louis woman Insists upon
the best, which means the home
Many practical tests have
makes.
been made by Mrs. Orff and other
members of the "Ladies' Auxiliary to
the Million Club of St. Louis," which
have resulted In actual proof that the
iiiade-i- n
St. Louis goods are superioi
from every standpoint. There is another thing that all home women
should do, at least occasionally, and
that is to do the marketing and buv
Ing yourself. Do not always trust this
Important feature of the housework to
servants or to the children. If you
were going to purchase a fine painting
or a new piece of furniture, you wouls
not send, but go yourself and make

the purchase.
Now, Isn't It just as essential thai
you give your personal
attention
to the food that comes Into the house
and upon which depends the health
and happiness of your household?
Go whenever you can, anyway, and
you will not have to take substitutes
so often, but will get what you ask for
and that will naturally be the made-ln-S- t.

Louis kinds.
Mrs. Orff. 2381 Locust street will be
pleased to send to any club or association of women Interested In the work
of bringing St. Louis "to the front," literature explaining fully the plan and
aim of the "Ladies' Auxiliary to the
St. Louis Million Club."
.
ANNIE L. Y. ORFF.

SOUTHWESTERN COWBOYS
MAY ATTEND BIG FAIR
Booted muí spurred Plainsmen From
Arizona ami New Mexico Planning
to Go to Jamestown nud Astonish
Hie Natives Nest Bummer,
A plan Is on foot to have a delegation of large and noisy and representative cownunchers frdm the plains
and canyons of New Mexico and Arizona to go to Jamestown next summer as "Exhibit A" from the southwest. The scheme has met with enthusiastic approval from the boys with
the- "chaps" and from present prospects the lariat brigade will look like
a regiment of rough riders when It
starts out to shoot ud the east.
Concerning the plans of the Arizona
contingent the Bisbee Review says:

Arlsona

cowboys will be well rep-

resented In the Jamestown exposition
this .summer, and if Eon Beeley can
gather a bunch of Yar;ul Indians to
take along with him In the outfit he
is rounding un to start east on the
first of Mav, he will have the llvest
"wild west" outfit that ever showed
before an audience.
Mr. Seeley will be in charge of the
Arlsona bunch, which win Joint Joe
Miller's "101" outfit at B'.lss, Oklato Jamestown,
homa, and proceed
where they will show during, the season. There will be six hundred cowboys1 in the outfit which will b
the
largest illustration of western life that
has ever been shown in America,
Arlsona's most noted
Lon Seeley
cowpuncher and he is gathering together twelve of the best cowpunchers
and bronco busters to be found in the
territory In order to give Arlsona a
suitable representation at the big exposition. He has already secured a
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Commissioner
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Architecture

$1.00 $1.00
glasses you should not miss this, the opportunity

If you need

Albuquerque
gM

of a life time.

Time Is Short

HERE ONE WEEK ONLY

Education;
Interested in
Picturesque
Varsity Notes,!

From February
PEBBLE IN THE ROUGH.

POLISHED SPECIMEN.
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SLABS FROM DIAMOND 3ftWS.

ready
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Corner Fourth and Gold.
'Phone Bed 98.

Albuquerque

Planing Mill

All kind! of nII work a
specialty. The right place
tor gaol work at low price

16
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'sET?l0FRAMES

Auto

rrxj

Z''"J$J

.63

403 S. First St.

des-agu- s.

en-th-

10.

1

ai ion
117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
Automatic 'Phono 711.

to save exactly four dolíais and be sure of a perfect fit, NOW is your
Diplomas from three of America's leading optical colleges, the New
York Eye Infirmary," the National Optical College, St, Louis, and the Northern,
Chicago, Also endorsements from scores of citizens throughout the United States,

Free Examination
Hours 9 to 5.
WED. and SAT. EVENING 6 to 9.

Located at Metropolitan Hotel

DR. KIME, - - EYE
LOOKING

UP HENEY'S

RECORD

IN

ARIZONA

liucf and Kclimit. IKspPratClj Trying
in Use Killing of Dr. Handy Against
ivaricss Attorney,

SPECIALIST

court to n day's imprisonment In the
GENUINE GAS COKE QKEAP.
penitentiary, and J. O. Dunbar and CLEAXI.Y AM) LASTING $8.00 PK:
F. M. King, of the Phoenix Gazette, TON. W.
1IAILV
CO.
to terms in the Tucson Jail, in which
they were to be Joined for ten days by
their leading counsel, xJadge w. H.
But Hughes pardoned the
liarnos.
Browns tilú all the others escaped on
corpus
proceedings
In other
habeas
courts.
About that time Heney and
Representing Manger A Avery
Hughes fell out.

tt

W.

E. M AUGER

WOOL

Tucson dispatch to the Lis AnBoston
geles Times says:
US North First Street with Raabc
(Julld
of
s
The
the
St.
ladles
John
Mayor
Manger.
Evidence that Abe liuef and
Alhoquerqoe. N. M.
will hold their regular monthly tea
Mchmltz are going to the lust extremity In their battle with Francis J. at the home of Mrs. Mc Laughlin.
Heney has been furnished by the 1101 West Marquette avenue, Tuesday
presence here lately of two detectives afternoon, from 2;30 to 6 o'clock. A
. C5.,n
.i ....
'.
,..!, in . cordial Invitation extended to all. rll
'!':..
wton 1i the pollerín, n of evidence cov
The Ladies Of the O. A. R John
ering Heney's personal record In Arizona. They oald especial attention to R. Logan circle No. 1. will give a
the killing of Dr. Handy In Tucson by card party in I .O. O. F. hall, South
Heney about twenty years ago. Heney Second street. Saturday evening, Febwas attorney for Handy's wife, who ruary 16, at s o'clock. Admission inwas seeking a divorce. The doctor, In- cluding refreshments, a cents.
sanely jealous, had repeutedly threatNotice for Publication.
ened Heney's life. It happened when
of the Interior, Land Ofthe two met unexpectedly In round- Department
fice
at
Santa Fe. N. M., Jan, 28, 1907.
Heney
was
corner
that
ing a street
Notice Is hereby given that Vences-lad- o
the quicker "on the draw." The surGriego, of Old Albuquerque, N.
vivor was exonerated by a coroner's M
has Hied notlco of his intention to
Jury and the case has been allowed
make final five year proof in support
to rest until now.
his claim,' viz.: Homestead entry No.
Heney has the reputation here of 10,607, made Jan. 28, 1907, for the
being a man who never spared an op- lots 2 and 3, S.W.14 N.E.ii. and S.E.K
posing witness or litigant In any case N.W. H. Section 2
Township 9 N.,
In which he appeared as an attorney. Range 6 E., and that said proof will be
encounters made before H, W. S. Otero, TJ. S. court
He even had personal
with lawyers whoso interests clashed commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M
la said. on March 5, 1907.
with those he represented.
Ho names the following witnesses to
He had a bitter tongue and undying
energy in the prosecution of a per- prove his continuous residence upon,
sonal, political or legal squabble. Nat- and cultivati n of, the land, viz.: Carurally he made many enemies and It los Griego. Jose Griego y Garcia. Santiago Griego, Salomon Griego, nil of
is understood that Ruef's emissaries
found much material for their note Old Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL It. OTERO. Reglater.
books, though little, If anything, of
value for use In court.
lately In
Heney was Interviewed
Tucson bv Lincoln Steffens, the noted
political writer. Steffens stated that
he had a sufficiency of material of a
A
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PROVISIONS.
HAT.
AND FUEL.
Fine Line of Imported Wines. Luraora
UlUUKf

and Clean. Place lour Orders
For This Line With Us,

J17 NORTH THIRD WTRH3CT

J. I. OVE. Prop.
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HUNDRED

POUNDS

Demand,

K0 pounds
ot nutriment, ion
lbs. of meat, only 35 lbs. of nourish
ItiK material.
That's why bread is
caled "the staff of life." Look al
the difference In cost and Ret from
Pioneer bakery wholesome bread thai
not only supports life, but Is appeti
Ing and delicious to the taste,

contain

PIONEER
2 O

S O I

T II

BAKERY
1' I

It

S

T

$50 Down Monthly Payments $15
frame cottages
Nearly the same as paying rent. Five
on North Eighth Street; nearly new two fine lots with each
house good fence and outbuildings. Ti'.le perfect. Taxes
"
for 1906 paid.

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY COMPANY
219 Wast Gold Avanue.

It is One of the Chief Requirements of Success
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OPERA

ELKS'

HOUSE.

MONDAY,

FEB.

JOB DEPARTMENT

II

Engagement of tlio Eminent Actor

CHARLES B. HANFORD
Accompanied

by

MISS MARIE DROFNAH
Presenting Shakespeare--' Greatest Historical Drama

JULIUS

eaESAR

Forty People In the Production. A Series of Beautiful Stage Settings
Shown and a Carload of Special Scenery. An Event of Unusual Importance. The (.rami Square In Borne. Tile Roman Senate. Tho
Conspiracy In nrotus' Garden. Tle Great Quarrel Scene In the Tent
Tent or llrtitus. Hie Plains of PhlHIpl.
PRICES: 7Bc, 1.00 and $1.00. Seats on wale Saturday. Feb,
NOTE Mr. Hanford will appear in the cast as "Marc Antony," the
tt
o
so successfully playsd In the famous
same ro
seasons.
blnation
,

Booth-Barre-

com-l.w-

k

Now Is Your Opportunity to Buy a Home

1

laudatory character and Intimated
that he would like to see the reverse
side of the picture. Mr. Heney promptL. C.
ly referred him to
Hughes, editor of the Tucson fltar.
To Steffens and the San Francisco

OF

BREAD

Elegance in Stationery is Something Modem Business Men

detectives. It Is understood, Hughes
was a mine of valuable Information.
Heney was Hughes' attorney general when the former was governor
of Arlsona In 1893. Perhaps the most
niamhcrlain's Cough Remedy
notable feature of that administraa Favorite.
tion was the fight led by Henoy
"We prefer Chamberlain's Cough against a number of Tucson and
Remedy to any other for our chil- Phoenix newspaper men who had atdren," saya Mr. L. J. Woodbury, of tacked the administration. Heney RPECIAL MSTXTTNT IN JANUARY.
Twining, Mich. "It has atsp done the won by the district court, sentencing
214 W. GOLD AVE.
Brown, of the
work for us in hard colds and croup, (leorge W. and R.
O. N IRISEN. MANAGER.
and we take pleasure In Recommend- Tucson Enterprise, for contempt of
ing It." For sale by all druggists.
BIDS WANTED.
Bids will be received at the office of
the clerk of the board of county commissioner of Bernalillo county up to
10 o'clock In the forenoon of Monday,
February 1, 1Í07., at the court house
of said county In Albuquerque, for the
following work:
First Rebuilding superstructure ot
the bridge over the Cha misal ditch.
Second Repairs and new construction of bridge over the Chamlsal

Toti&Gradi

GROCERIES.

FIRE INSURANCE
bfccratary Mutual Building As.

opportunity,

architecturally and educationally tha
pictures are remarkably Interesting."
Df. Brown's opinion of the varsity
buildings, which are quite unique In
the country, is fully shared by other
eastern educators, who have had the
buildings brought to their attention.

n

& Power Go

A. E. WALKER
,yr

Electric Light

11

Dr. E. E. Brown,

of Washington,
D. C, commissioner or education, who
delivered the commencement address
to the University of New Mexico In
1904, and who has always shown an
Interest In the New Mexico institution has been much struck with the
beautv and originality of the now
Pueblo dormitories photographs of
which were sent to him by President
Tight.
He expressed admiration for
the building adding:
"I have not
happened to see before such an adaptation of the Pueblo type of architecture to modern buildings. Both

Gas

I

examine your eyes thoroughly without charge and fit them with the best grade of
white Brazilian lenses in a gold shell frame, any'style you wish, A regular $5,00
outfit 'for $1.00, Guaranteed for five years,

of

Unirerglty Nou s.
Miss Maud C Graves, of the normal (lass of 1905, is now supervisor
of manual training In the public
schools of !?an Bernardino.
Prof. C. W. llodgln und wife, of
Richmond, Ind., who have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Hodgln for
several days, have gone on to California, where they will remain for u
few week.
A number of visitors were on the
hill the past week, visiting the university, among whom were Mrs. Webb
and Miss Stewart,, With friends from
the east.
Press work will soon begin on the
new catalogue, which, when it Is Issued, will be the nwt complete yet
published.
Mrs. C. L. Herrlck, who lives in
Lansing, Mich., has written a member of the faculty regarding Prof. W.
D. Sterling,
our present superintendent of schools, of whom she speaks
in the highest terms.
A rather stormy election took place
in the Athletic association last week,
which resulted In the choice of the
following officers:
President. J. F.
Peevey; vice president. Belle Franklin; secretary, Charles Eembke; treasurer, William McMlllin; board of control, faculty members, Professors
and Caddy and Miss Slsler,
student members. Edmund Ross and
K
Heald.
Teachers who are expecting to
spend the summer on the coast may
be Interested to learn that the National Educational association will
hold this year's meeting at Los Angeles the first week In July.
Some Impromptu speaking was listened to by the student body on
Thursday. Mr. Baldwin gave an excellent address on "Woman Suffrage,''
Mr. Clancy reproduced a toast on
which he recently
"The Ladles,"
heard. It was done in his best style,
And Elwood Awhich Is choice.
lbright spoke on the necessity for a
students' boosting .club for the university.
Kducutors who knew Prof. Wilbur
.Tackman, or who were familiar with
his educational writings, will regret
his untimely death which occurred
recently at Chicago. Professor Jack-mawas connected for many years
with Colonel
Parker In the CoOk
county Normal school, and later at
the head of the department of education of the Chicago university. He
was a great advocate of "nature
study," and wrote much upon the
subject.
He was one of the choice
educational men of the country.
Mips Parsons occupied the assembly
hour on Friday with an account of
the varied and Interesting life of
by some
followed
"Mark Twain,"
choice selections from his most famous writings.
Miss Parsons Is a
splendid reader and suits the expression to the sentiment. A student was
heard to remark at the close of the
entertaining exercise "Miss Parsons
ought to have been a public reader
and Impersonator, she does so well."

it

$5.00 GOLD SHELL GLASSES

I Don't Dely-Th- e

BUILDINGS

it

Cook with half of

COMPLIMENT

-- rRalsIng roadway
between
Third'
the two bridges and building an approach of earth work to the north end
of the desagüe bridge.
Bide oan be submitted for either or
all of aald three pieces of work, and
the board reserves the right to reject any or all bide
(told work Is to be done in accordance with specifications which may
be aeen upon application to the clerk
are Douglas cltlxens who will take of the board at the court house.
By order of the board of county
e
hold of the
stunts with
commissioners.
hum.
A. B. WALKHR.
(Heal.)
The prospects of a chance to Ira vol
Clerk.
January 39,
nd see the sights of the eastern
old-tim-

FEBRUARY

whole of

Ev-erl- tt

th-x-

MONDAY,

rleat with the

FOR NEW PUEBLO

A. EVERITT.
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Globe-Democra-

suee---tlo-

MORNING

Produces Stationery for the Business Man that is absolutely correct,
no matter what the business may be. We've made a business of
doing it right. In the Job Department there is just one motto: "Excellence, Promptness, Accuracy." The Price is always Right. Should
you need anything for the office that must be done in a hurry we are
prepared to do it quickly. We can print it and we can please ou.

T

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,

t.l.O.
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W. UUKO.V,

J. H. O'RIELLY COMPANY
ami Ix

BOOSTERS PROPOSE

Tin-

The

Hickox-Maynar-

Co

d

New Mexico's Leading
Tin mich

St 'in
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Before buying.
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fft

sell the Ccvlllao Piano.

Leanvcvrd
Eslabhsned

A

The Square
Music Dealers

u. ooi.D

206

1ÍO0.

ty Salaries and Improvement
of Rio Grande Delegation
to Go to Santa Fe.

child cau play IL

LincUmann

.

lit

To Consider Question of Coun-

PIANOS

FILLED.

ORDERS CAREFULLY

COAL

pounds. The
Utvlne and Hale, at
bug go between Lavlne and Hale was
the main event of the evening andwan fast and with exhibitions of clevRefreshments
by both men.
were served during the Intermissions.
This Is the first of a series of smokto be given by this club with the
ers
,.
.,f ilmlHatme inte! est
healthy sports arid In bringing the (.i iinine American Block per ton $.S0
.50
young" men of Albuquerque together (ienulnc Cerrillos Lump
8.50
in a social way. The club is not as
Nut
ntliraciie
of
has been reported, for the purpose
9
freeing the old Apache, who is still a Anthracite Mixed
Vnthracite Stove and Furnace sixee 11.30
prisoner at Fort Sill.
00
Clean Gas Cike
RKEAD
IF wu WANT Mtl
CALL AT THE HOMK BAKERY, 2'
WEST RAILROAD AVE.

i

lOCnllTEIS

Of IJTEBESI;

i

.

i

WEATHER FORECAST.

iiifr Intires'.a.
H, I' Malm ánd K. 1. Moor.

"f THB
M lug in Albuquerque,
tif ron. ir Pernallllo, a is
In Albuquerque Saturday.
i. Ohadbourne
Mr. and Kn li.
Visit
Si el in Isgrs this evening fai
In Chli sgo
i"-I'ni'i I St. i If.- Marshal
Bm'th haa returned from un official
shin tn 'Mini county.
Representative Pernaid Kuppc n
turned from Bam i fv Saturday to
spend Puadaj it boma,
v 0"Pallon aud bliss Fnnnh
Mrs-- .
l.iiiiiKi-M..r neuter, x. m., an visiting Albuquerque friends.
Petar and James Hill. r Rome-m- i
ni.
friends i.f I'r li H. faros.
htvs i r rived in Albuquerque in spend
Mm. E

Km h

i

i

s

i

r.

-

F. W
ii

Wenklc of Louisiana, Mo
or Mrs. u, a, Hawkins, has
in Albuquerque and has taken

T. A. MM:. ;. ii iio

of th

dtapensary

his

In

i

i

Planing

poaltlon "itii tio Superior
Mill oorjapany.

n

completad

ard-Lam-

Dr. J. I'. Aanfw. of Klrkavllle, sin.
wh, liis been tin- auct of l'i ' II
Connor, has (rone to Drnver, when- he
expects to locate
Mrs. (Nil Lea has returned from
She is ac
a vlalt in Liis Angela
ron panb ii by Mr M v. Tw llcbel, of
Io Angeles, who win be her xueat
fur
.iihN Ooldhammer. Inspector
the Postal Til.-- ' ipli company, with
in New Yrk. wo a visheadquarti
itor at tin- local Postal office yes- -

brother

0OU- -

a
house for Victor s.iis. si the corner of
N'-York avenue and Klchih street,
which I' one of the most attractive
homes in the city.
'lio- last dance of the Commercial
club to fore the opening of the Lenten
is, m win in- given Tuesdaj nlghl of
this week The affair will lie largely
lUtendad ami win he a very Interest
Ing function from presen) Indications
Mr. ami Mrs.
I. S CroCb) anil
ilnUgh
of I'rahnm.
Miss Alice,
Minn., who ire returning from a tour
of the Pacific const, arrived In Albo- querqu yesterday and are the guests
anil ,Mi. aonn wein.n
of crof-ss-iITnlevrsltv
leaves tonight
b
Mme. stew
for Denver, while her trimmer, Miss
t or
Chicago.
le n es
St iiilseribHek
here thev w ill remain until ahoul the
studying spring styles
flrsi of Man-hThey will return to AlbUOUerqUC to he
f,ii bualness early in March.
'.
J. P. McDonald, during the early
daya of this city a railroad contractor
ami partner of the late A. A. (.rant
ami .1. li Hampson, with haadouar- te-in this City, ilieil In I'uehln. Colo.
yesterday, Hi- bulll many miles n't
the then Atlantic & Pacific railroad
now the Sac. t Fe.
Judge Daniel ft. McMillan formerly
,.f Socorra and mora recently of Dan-vewas in the iitv yesterday, ta
turning to Denver (rom Las Cruces,
when- he has been lor the past ten
iys Judge McMillan has round thai
the climate of the Colorado city does
not agree with bliu ami ins determined to sc u the milder climate of
etperts Lo make bis
Xew Mexicn
Crucas,
home for the preaani in
judci- McMillan's many friends, win
be glad to welci me him hack lo Xew

tractors, hive raeently

.

n In

iis

charge

for lha American

claims were dismissed, it is proposed
to ask for the presentation of another
bin for the same purpose and to urge
on he legislature the pressing need
lor asslstuncc for the people ot mia
part of the valley.
The secretar of the club has been
for a
ordered to secure special rates county
big delega! Ion of Bernalillo
taxpayers who propose to go to Santa
Fe during the week, provided such action Is sanctioned by the mass meet- a
ing, and practical assurance of such
rate has been given.
Every taxpayer In this rountv who
ares tot lower county salaries, and
protection of property, "
for tinurged to be present at the mass meeting In Zelger'l hall Tuesday night at
I o'clock.

No, 35 Bulk,

Phenea:

Albuquerque's Finest
European Hotel.
Silver Avenue.
Half Block from Santa Fe Depot.
GEOROE E. EI.1JS, iTop.
1 IK-- 1

I

n

-

,

('ash

'it

I..M1K

Bndo-wmen-

.$..-,(-

returned
W. Dobsen
the California Limited
from Las Vegas, where he has been
on business connected with the
case. The
contest
taking of testimony In the contest ha-- i
Deep under way for some tint
and Is growing Into a bulky ma-.- Atlornev T N. Wilkerson has
he lias
from Helen, where
V
II. An10 represent Delegate
uri condreas in the Lariaiolo-Ahdr- c
witnesses
from
test. About fifty
Valencia county were examined
Summers lUirkhart and K
V chaves appeared for Mr. Larra- Attorney

taturday

eeee's

JOHN S. BEAVEN

j

M. D. U. O.

I
i

$25 DOWN
Balance in monthly payments of $10 per month,
City water in front of each
lot.

JOHN

M.

122 W.

t

s

Z

148, 211. 4

18,412.4S

Total Receipts
Balance January

..$ 20.434.288
84,M2,70

.

1st,

i

!iot;.

EXPENDITURES

.

15,357,079.

Surrendered Policies
Dividends or Return 'Premiums
Total Paid Policyholders

5.098.583 86
1.329,158.81
162.955. IS
1,659.01 1.61
2,122.4á2.13

$

.

.

.$ 10,372.161.59

95,S!)T. 1ST 00
288.030 89
310, G9S
2U0.474 10
379,241

.000 00
.767 16
- 7 O 99
L846 02

....

sin.nis .40
7,038.877.27
731.522.43

.

and revived .. 26.61
intlary 1st, 1907

1

Premium Receipts

IN

.1 13.556,012

,. 101.801.067
OVEIt

HHKI

15, 357.

$

37

07980

1905.

..$

Total Receipts
Amount l'ald Policy Holders
Assets, par values
Assets, Market Values
Surplus, Par Values
Surplus, Market Values

100.491 .00
255,454 .00

1,587

29.388.12

II
INCREASE

23

37.S39 47
137,766 94
156.358 f.Q
44.042 71
1.677.694 20
393,102 63
3.027.1 37.32
127.32T, . 40

Total Expenditures
Balance January 1st, 1901

7.770.399.70
Amount.
58.163.451.00
3,088,306.00

0(1

126,121

Total Expenses and Taxes
Premiums on Bonds Purchased
on
Sales of Real Estate
Loss

105.89.918.10

.

43.6S4

.$
Taxes on Heal Kslate
Other Tuxes, Fees and Licenses
Expenses
Real Estate
Invest men! Expenses
Medical Expenses
Legal (expenses
Commissions and Agency Expenses.
Salaries and Other Office Expenses.
Printing and Postage..
Advertising,

N72.S9fl.IS
I. IS 1.02:1

15

ja,!gl.58

7.00I.HHX.0
.102.778. 15
710.181. lfi
11 7.5 1.52
S51.Rf5.0ft

.1

1. (H)

THOMAS SEWARD, General Agent
-

CROMWELL BLOCK, OVER STATE NATIONAL BANK.

South Second St.

-

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

-

Albuquerque Hardware
Railroad Avenue.
Fourth

Co,

fxrvd

Dealers

in

Hardware, Stoves and Ranges
We Carry a Full Line

Granite

WeLre---Crockery---GlaLSSw-

are

ALL KINDS OF TOOLS FOR THE MECHANIC

We Have in Connection a Tinning Shop and Plumbing Shop,
WORK

ENTRUSTED

TO

US

WILL

RECEIVE

ATTENTION.

BEST

OUR

The Prompt Vlumber

Marquette Avenue,

80

DodkL

J. L. 'Bell Co.

rUMTKOTI

87
93

IMA.

IN

Death Claims
Endowments
Annuities

l.'.'70,ir,2

.69

1

4,:60,748.30

$1

$101,801.007
LT81.175

,"..70fi,!l

DIRECTORS.

ROO FINS.

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO
First Street

I

Fred'k PreUngbuyaea,
Ered'k ML siiepjmi. Edward L. Dobbins. John R. Hardin, Edward H. Wright,Pitney,
Peter Cajiiiihell.
. Caulilwell,
Man us ta Waitl. Allien B. OÉrietog, John O. H.
William t lark. Thomas

m,i

WHITNEY COMPANY

i
;

WHOLESALE

e

Albuquerque, New Mexico

afteaaas1aeaBagaag

AND RETAIL HARDWARE

s

IttOIt PIPE, PUMPS. VALVKS. ITTTINtiS, STK AM

e

HOSK

ANT) W. VI KK SI PIM.ILS.

IH .l.TIN'ti.

N1

Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware

:e

When bouirht right are a good investment. Our prices are
We Invite you to call and examine the beautiful
RIGHT.
diamond goods we are offering.
Also Watches,
Jewelry,
Silverware, etc. Mall orders receive prompt attention.

Railroad Avenue.

N. M.

Sash, Doors, GIslss, Cement

DIAMONDS

premiums

HMMI.

on Sales

Profit

S9

IN

61.607,702.00
New Insurance
180,377
211.052.81
Outstanding Insurance
$422.200,906.00
1.01
$15,70.l
Policyholders
in
10G
IllOp
Total Receipts
$17.1:10.820.08.
Total ai(l I' ami Invested for Policyholders in 1000
Excess oí Income from investment over Expenses gild Taxes in 1006. .Sl.70(.i,2:!0.so

The rirm of Lommorl A Mattenecl
Cornrr of Seventh and Tijeras
will hereof ler le known as
THE CHAMPION GROCERY
COMPANY
Our New Telephone Number Is 51

Jic'gr AO.

ANO BEX

Rents

51,S17.7üS

t

Total i
líteles in fot
surlng

LUMBER.

REALTY CO.
219 West Gold Ave.

gperlaltr Osteopathy

EVER ITT

LEGHORNS

--

MOORE

THE LEADING JfcWELER

Sl

Nevada hu nil attraction for the
pngBng. The fabulous price offered
by the "fight promoters" are proving
linasMlhlr to the prise flghl rs. WtluU ouuln 10
lift VP nn attraction
HVve Irresistible to you. It's the escin
contracts
plumbing:
cutUHi of jour
a satisfactory ma net at the low t
11 us prove litis to
posible prices.
you by Obtaining an estimate iisui
your next order for plumbliu lepad- -

We have 18 lots In the Highland Place, which we are
selling from $150 to $175
i

H. Conner

fCREET

Highland Place

Oeoige Elmer Much, a painter, who
has made his home in Albuquerque
for many years, died Frldaj morning
at his home. 634 South Broadway, of
years. De- tuberculosis, aged forty-sieased is survived by his wife andj
years
The
four children, all of tender
funeral occurred Saturday from the
church of Ihe Immaculate Conception,
with Interment In Santa Barbara cem- x

fiisst

$25$

soga.

.

eeaee

KM sjoiTTR

len

HO

BIO LOAD OF MILL WOOD
fi-and 2.'
for

E.

on

f'"r"'

&

Albu-Uuer.i-

2Í,148,7!
Es- -

No.
New Insurance Issued In 1906....! 14,101
Extended Policies issued in 1906 1,649
Paid uii Policies Issued in 1906
in exchange for Surrendered
104
Policies
123
Poll, h s Revived in 1906

iVlen
Live
Jones
Crawford

'

Ü.Ü04.:?,-,!-

sh Qbligl

mil

.

List Your Property With

t

it.-s-

608 X.

WILLARD,

North Second Street

1

RECEIPTS

....

Premiums
Interest

1.170.S14
)

3,2.S2,.ril7 02

Market Value ot" Bonds over par.
Assets on Market Value Basis
Surplus on .Market Value Basis..

BIOCK
)

. .

i

.

Surplus

For Painting ami Pnjew Hanging.
rirst-clas- s
work guaranteed.

$6 5

201-21-

1907.

15,126,138
r, r,.si

gont Clnlms
Dividends due and unpaid
Premiums paid In advance
Unearned Interest paid In advance

White Leghorn Poultry Farm

VILLE LVM1

III. SI AMERICAN
PER TON

.

.

(

IM..--.Í

MONUMENTS

A

Quier& Jeckell

S. C. WHITE

FUNERAL DIRECTOR

$104,858,395.67

Prolific layers.

PKK TON

.

LIABILITIES.
Beserve Fund, according to the Aelu- .,..1,,' ,,.,1 ,ni.rli:i n Tables ol Mortal
ity with 4 and 3 per cent, interest....!
PoHcy claims In process of adjuatntent
Claims
Deferred
Deterred Heath Claims
886.07 hereafter
Of
$49,
preaenl value
payable on Matured Instalment Bonds
Allowance for rnpresenieu unci uonnn- -

SEE

Phone

STRONG

H.

1st, I1MI7.

Tutul

Indian Runner Ducks

I

m;y

accrued
Inierest due a
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